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Isi£5P@<a®©S £@b

All that l£y©s m ©  maimed amd hl®@dlBge ©aged @z» Ina hlinada®ss» 
Lopped at the ©ads with death amd ©@a©eptieim9 aaad. shrewd 
Catatery of paisa ©1 the staamps t© stifle the hl@@d9 hast m@ 
Eefraia© fr@m all that 9 life was mere thaa its fma©t£@ms 
Aad aesideats 9 mere importaat thaa Its palms amd pleasures9 
A toreh to harm im with pride9 a meeessarj ^
Bestasy im the ram of the ©old sahstaa©©o 0 0 o •'

K@hims@m Jeffers
All life that we Bmow ©@mes from deatho Im am ever 

reewrimg ©y©le the livlmg die that the mew might he hormo The 
same vegetatiom aad mlmerals reappear as matwe remews herself 
thromgh the death of ehamgimg life=smhstameeso As Johm said, 
88B3£©@pt a ©orm of wheat fall imto the grommd amd die it ahideth

ahy itself alomes femt if it die» it hrimgeth forth mm©h frmit o58
©me® there is life* death is the omly imevitahleo There 

is mo life that is mot tomohed hy its power some time some way© 
Beoamse it is the ©me essperiemce im life°«as the poets have oftem 
test!fied«=°that -all mem share» it. is the great leveler amd mmitero 
Its tragedy is readily mmderstoodg htat its heamty is less oftem 
kmowmo Am awaremess of death provides am esseellemt frame of mimd 
from whloh to observe life© It makes essistemee itself more 
tremohamt amd worthwhile heeamse it hrimgs a ©ertaim poigmam©® to
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its b©®®ti©@ amd sigmifieane© t© its phem©mema9 and it gives mam 
an undenstandimg ©f himself gained ©mlj when he views himself 
against that ©©lleetive baekgromd9 mertalityo

Death is the underlying eoneeptien ©f almost every rel£= 
glows and ethieal proposition that onr Western ©lvilisati©n is 
fonmded np®m0 Beeamse it is mam°s l©ga©y® it is readily amd®r= 
standahle that the philosopher wonld fee deeply involved with 
death in his seareh for life °s meaning@

Death9 then9 is philosophy8 s great imeentive in that it 
forces the qmestiong What is entity? or inner reality? The vari= 
ouas schools of philosophy have all been stimulated fey. death to 
search for answerso. Some of the world8s greatest intellects have 
feeen enlisted in this ancient and continwing searcho Some songht 
the answer throngh emotion and intnitiong while others have feeen 
satisfied only with the cold logic of'reasono There have been 
many answers 9 as the member of philosophical schools wotald indi
cate 9 fent the qnestion still persists9 and probably will persist 
as long as man thinkso 88In the Dhaedo dialogue 9 Socrates say® in 
effects 8Bhilosophy is meditation'npom death90« o «and his dicSmm

. r ‘ ghas feeen quoted with approval by innumerable later thinkers«,18

Whenever man thinks9 these thoughts will soon be articu
lated© Death9 Milton Waldmam says 9'

^Milton WaldmaBg America Conquers Death (lew York9 1928) 9

^ 6’ 7 0



6 o ois inheremt ia nearly every great momament @f 
verbal expression, whether the masterpiece of a man or the 
song of a people, in our own language, at least Cone can 
safely jadge of no other)„ it is responsible for the 
highest flights of which English words have yet been 
found capableo

It is the thought of deaths matability, the vanity of pride and 
desire, that underlies both comedy and tragedy-==the label de
pending upon proportion— and provides one of the common bonds of 
great literature6

The poet like the philosopher has sought answers to the 
question posed by death* But his approach has had greater range 
if not greater effect* His is the world of words, the meaning, 
the richness, the variety, the'connotation* Imagery, music, and 
emotion are his to command* His art does not exclude bis use of 
the intellectual and critical§ and where the philosopher is 
balked, he can safely pass because his is not a too exclusive us® 
of the critical and the Intellectual* Yet the poet's search, 
again like the philosopher's, has not solved the enigma of death, 
but his suppositions are numerous too* At one time his weight 
was felt more distinctly* Religion and metaphysical philosophy 
often allowed him the gifts of a prophet, visions and inspira
tions, but what once appeared to be inspired is today looked upon 
with Freudian minds as being part of the subconscious working at 
reconciliation necessary in the face of death*



The lament that all beantifnl thing© mwt he the vietim©
©f an inevitable d©©iE9 mortality 9 has filled lit ©rater e0 Met 
emly is it a persistent them® 9 but when it appears 9 t9the peet er 
prose writer is moved te the highest beauty of language 0 The 
Bible and Shakespeare have soared with this theme* Poets such as 
Donneg Milton* Wordsworth* Keats9 Shelley9 and many others have 
stirred to its whisperings* This list is not inclusive by any 
means0 The force and scope of death upon literature cannot be 
denied* Its extent can only be wondered at* If mortality had not 
been dealt with* how much thinner and shallower our literary fare 
would be*

One recent author who has used the death motif to the 
advantage of his works is Thomas Wolfe* Because of their peculiar 
preponderance and their beauty of utterance* Wolf®9© death 
passages make a stimulating and rewarding study* In dealing with 
death Wolfe had the habit of relying very largely on his sensa=> 
tioms and emotions* Although one cannot deny the realistic ele=> 
meat in Wolfe* he is essentially a romanticist in that he imposes 
will upon experience * especially when writing about death or 
related subjects*

them are dark emotions of melancholy and terror which are often

Ibid
iv



Wolf© migM plotmr© d@at& as am Iremgr of fat©o For ©ssaHspl©» th© 
Gaatsg im Look Eomeward* Amg@l % laaw© heem ©sspeetimg We © 0 9 t$n@ 
fat tern o to die 0 Tih@y h a w  ®3$p©©t®d this for msmy years 9 amd it 
oftem looks as if the messt hreath of th© ©amoeroes old Gant will 
h@ his lasto Th®m9 smdd@mly9 withomt warsimg B©m9 a s@a9 Si@s0 

Wolf© aaight ms© death as a tool of protest agaimst th© ills of 
sooietye Or at other times the fao© of death might ©sseri am 
impmlsiwg irresistihl® fasoisaatiom for W©lf©o This tsarg© heoomes 
so stromg that he ©elehrates death as a brother im feeamtifml 
hymmsj, a brother whose ©oaiag is lomg awaited o

Wolfe always wamted to see the mmseem lamd beyomd deatho 
This w g ©  leads him to dwell mpom the very momemt of death9 that 
momemt of straggle amd agomy whem body amd soml parto Mis r@as®m=> 
img told him that there was mothimg9 bmt his imagimatiom oomld 
mot be satisfied with the themght that death is merely the end of 
livimgo @m ©me of Wolfe"s visits to his friemdSg the V©lk©mimgs9 

Mr© Folkemimg reports that the followimg disemssiom took plaoes 
"He talked of death9 amd asked if 1  had ever seem a mam dies whem 
I fold him yes9 he asked me to,tell him ©verythimg 1 sawo "Did 
he give amy sigm of^^of^^amythimgf I smppose mot9 I smppose me 
©me ever really has*0¥8®

Wolfe was tortpred by fears of the mmkmowm* He was

®Bemry To Folkemimg 9 "Pemmamoe Mo More o'0 The Bmigma of 
Thomas Wolfe (Cambridge9 195S)9 p« 49©

v



repulsed and attracted at the same time by a possible life after 
deathg the unknown country, the journey that cannot be made or 
remade0 His hasy, never=never land he peopled with supernatural 
beings of various types— stone angels, ghosts, spirits, and dark 
demons o

Sometimes Wolfe associated death with crime« H@ recounted 
moments of murder and nocturnal blood letting. Graveyards, 
tombstones and mutilated statues seemed to influence Wolfe» He 
contained elements of superstitious dread of angels, ghost® and 
devilso He was often staggered by thoughts of the impermanence 
of the world's beauties® But when-he wrote, it was chiefly 
lyrical in style, especially with the death motif® B® So Bates 
has written the following concerning Wolfe's dithyrambi'® preset

Essentially, Thomas Wolfe is a great lyric poet® His 
finest writing is in those magnificent hymn® to death and 
sleep in hook Homeward® Angel® in the hymn to Hew Yerk 
City in Of Time and the River® in the journey on the 
railroad with which the latter commences, in his eata=> 
logue of American rivers, and in.his always perfect 
scenes of death® , He has the poet's unashamed indulgence 
of both primitive and sentimental emotions"-*anger and 
hatred and hot lust, as well as romantic self-pity* 
idealistic love, and rapturous hope— the old, old emo
tions that most of our sophisticated modern writers look' 
upon with the scorn of dread®^

It was just this type of flowing prose Wolfe used when 
dealing with death that made him the darling of some critics and 
the whipping boy of others® W® M® Frohoek states it this way.

^B® S&> Bates"Thomas Wolfe,® English Journal® 30CFI 
(Sept®, 1057), p® 5S4®
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wM.eM $aas lb@©m t$a© delight @£ some ©£ his ©riti©@ anad the bsme @£

Met ©ffllgr was W@l£e apt t® h@ at his best im his as® ®£ 
werds when dealing with death, bat he als© pietwed death im 
nealisti®, mmfergettable seenes that stand ©at in his wex*k<? A 
mamben ©£ ©nities and a g®®d mamgr general readers beeeme enthasi° 
asti© in their praises ®£ Wolfe°s seenes of death, and with good 
reasono Some even go so far as to award him the highest■standing 
in literatare for death seeneso Pamela Ho Johnson wrote the 
followings

There are three deaths in literatare ©omparable for 
power and pity and horror with the death of Bens the death 
of Oliver <Samt, in Of Time and the River, of the father in 
Roger Martin dn Oard0s &es Thlbanlt n and of the grand=» 
mother in A la Reeheroh® dn Temns. Perdm<, The merlons 
strain of it, the appalling grief, and above all a per= 
vasive bad temper age snggested with an extraordinary 
nakedness in £©r@©o

Wolfe’s ability in portraying a death seen® s
Wolf® is the writer of ©nr ©emtwy who has written the 

most eloquently about death=>oth© death of ©rover, the death 
of Ben, of old ©ant 5 and of the overwhelming imnimemoe of

p p 50 o
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death everywhere <, As each iiadiwidtoal submerges beneath 
the river of times something of Wolfe himself ig^lest# 
they were part and pareel of his .censeiousaesso

Wolf© with his ©lose awareness of death did not fall into
the pitfall of building a philosophy of pessimism oaat of the
depravity and death of the waivers©» Mor was he satisfied only
to mown that life did not fnlfill his - ideal e©neepti@n9 although
he was gnilty of some of thiso He made efforts to reooaeile
death with life9 and he bnilt attitndes of triumph in the faee of
deatho If Wolfe learned any one thing in M s  search throngh
lif® 9  it coraid be srammed rap in the word believe*

An examination of his books hook Homewardfl Angela Of Time
and the Elver a The Web and the Rook a and Yon Can111  Co Home Again
reveals many of Wolfe’s attitudes concerning death* These in
turn reveal many of Wolfe’s ideas of other things * It will be
the purpose of this paper to detect and examine the structural
and some of the symbolic importance of death in Wolfe’s works®
' (As used in this paper structure is defined as the line of rela=»
tionship by which experiene@==-tboughts» perceptions8 and feeling-”
is patterned into unities of meaning*) Further9 it will reveal
the changes in Wolfe’s images of deatM and will. Judge the power
of each for persuasion9 effect and comfort* It will be a study
to understand and explain the frequency and variety of the
developing attitude or attitudes towards deaths to extract the

^Frehockg p® 234®
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idea9 the t#me amd amd the smrremmdimg meed of his images 9
te observe and poimt #mt Wolfe9s skill im mamip^latlorn aad develop™ 
meat of oharaeterQ to e%am!me his afeilitj im present ati@B 9 to mot# 
M s  eoatrelg to mafeld amd develop M s  implioatioms9 and to view 
M s  aooomplishmemts im M s  theme of deatho

It will met be am effort to reeemoile Wolfe ̂s imeem«

i%



I. Influences upon Wolfe’s Conception of Death

It is not strange that a person should entertain an acute 
interest in death, especially if that person is a writer. But If 
Wolfe seems to have a more than ordinary affinity for thoughts of 
death, there are reasons. One of these reasons can be found in 
Wolfe's idea of his foreordination to greatness and his fear that 
death would cut him off before he attained this pinnacle. This half 
repressed fear of death could partially account for his compulsive 
hunger for life's experiences. Often his greatest efforts followed 
some sickness as if he felt that he had received a reprieve and must 
not dally. In a letter to his mother he elaborated on this theme of 
fear as follows:

There is 'only one thing that a brave and honest man— -a 
gentleman— -should be afraid of® And that is death. He 
should carry the fear of death forever in his heart— for 
that ends all his glory, and he should use it as a spur to 
ride his life across the barriers. I hate people who say 
they haje no fear. They are liars, and fools, and hypo
crites.

A story told by Rathaleen Hoagland, an understanding friend, 
gives added interest and insight to Wolfe’s fear of death:

"Mother was good at telling fortunes with cards, and 
Tom would always want her to tell his fortune = But he 
would stand behind her while she was dealing the cards 
and he would just wring his hands with nervousness. ’If 
you see Death there, if you see death, don’t tell meI

T̂homas Wolfe’s Letters to His Mother, ed. John Terry (New 
York, 1943), p. 79.

1



Bon91 tell me8,9 He would prowl around the room and come hack 
and peer at the cards. 9 Is there death there? Bo you see 
Death? 9

9No, 9 mother would say. 91 don91 see Death. 9
9Don91 tell me if you see DeathI" he would pleads 9Son91 

tell me1 9

That seemed always on his mind, an early death. He felt 
that he would never be able to write down all he had towrite. ^ 2

Other reasons for Wolfe9s interest in death can be seen stem
ming from outside influences such as family, school, and religion®
To try to pinpoint some one man, one period of time, one certain event 
or one culmination of events as the primary source of Wolfe9s death 
conception is dangerous, to say the least. It is likewise difficult 
to say with any certainty that any group of things influenced Wolfe. 
Nevertheless a careful study of his life brings to light several 
probable influences. An examination of such influences can be the key 
to the shape Wolfe gives death in his works, Look Homeward, Angel, Of 
Time and the River, The Web and the Rock, and You Can9t Go Home Again.

Family Influences

Wolfe9s heritage is undoubtedly one of these influences. He 
was the product of two very strong and different personalities. His 
mother, Julia Elizabeth (Westall) Wolfe, like most boys9 mothers, 
undoubtedly exerted the greatest influence through his formative years 
Monroe M. Stearns sees this influence cropping up in the mature man, 
"Deep seated in the hypersensitive organism of the artist is his

^Mabel Wolfe Wheaton, Thomas Wolfe and His Family (New York, 
1943), p. 79.



3relationship with his mother® 11 Whether through heredity or environ
ment or both, Wolfe received a large measure of the Westall traits® 
Some of these traits he admired, and others he despised, but he 
realized they were an innate part of him, something he had to accept® 
In the closing pages of You Can't Go Home Again he acknowledges his 
mountain ancestryi

The forgotten moments and unnumbered hours came back to 
me with all the enormous cargo of my memory, together with 
the lost voices in the mountains long ago, the voices of 
the kinsmen dead and never seen, and the houses they had 
built and died in, and the rutted roads they trod upon, and 
every unrecorded moment that Aunt Maw had told me of the 
lost and obscure lives they led long, long ago. So did it 
all revive in the ceaseless pulsings of the giant ventricle, 
so did the plant go back, stem by stem, root by root, and 
filament by filament, until it was complete and whole, com
pacted of the very earth that had produced it, and of which 
it was itself the last and living part. ^

The Westalls were of English stock who immigrated to America 
before the revolution, settling in Virginia® Wolfe's great-greai- 
grandfather, Thomas Westall, for whom Wolfe was named, moved into 
western North Carolina, bringing a branch of the Westall family into 
the hills of that area.

Wolfe was well acquainted with these mountain folk, the
5Westalls who become the Pentlands and the Joyners in his writings.

3Monroe M. Stearns, "The Metaphysics of Thomas Wolfe," College 
English, VI (January, 1954), 194.

^Thomas Wolfe, You Can't Go Home Again (New York, 1941), p. 740®
^Wolfe's major characters, with the exception of Nebraska Crane 

(see introduction by Edward C. Aswell in You Can't Go Home Again), had 
direct counterparts in life, and although Wolfe changed their names, 
they were still the same people. Thus, the Pentlands and Joyners were 
in reality the Westalls® Eugene and George were the novelized figure 
of Thomas. Eliza and Aunt Maw were derived from Julia. This same



4
His mother, who babied Wolfe— he nnrsed tarntil he was three and slept 
with her until he was twelve— would sit for hours telling stories 
about these people until Wolfe could hear their voices in her voice. 
One of her favorite themes was the mystical power that she and many 
of her mountain relatives were endowed with. This power came from 
the Almighty and seemed to run in the family. It made itself evident 
in premonitions of death and other occult happenings such as being 
seen. Some of the Westalls were seen talking to people on a country 
road while they were in reality fifty miles away. One of the traits 
accompanying this gift was an attraction towards death. They would 
gather around the casket of a deceased friend or relative and talk 
for hours about the different signs and warnings they had seen and 
felt.

Wolfe's feelings were ambivalent towards his Westall kin, as 
was mentioned earlier.' Their concern and superstition of death both 
fascinated and repulsed him. He was definitely attracted by his 
mother's supernatural beliefs, but sickened by the funeralizing of 
the Pentlands-Joyners-Westalls,

relationship between characters and real persons can be traced through
out his works. Even.Wolfe's home town Asheville remained Asheville 
although it was given the names of Altamont and Libya Hill,

Herbert Muller stated in his book, Thomas Wolfe, that Wolfe, after 
writing his autobiography in Look Homeward, Angel and Of Time and the 
River, started all over again because of the unfavorable reaction of his 
home town. "This time he filled wooden packing cases with the story of 
another frenzied fellow, called George Webber. Nevertheless he was still 
writing his autobiography....Altogether, it is an absurdly romantic 
legends and it is essentially true. At least it is true enough to make 
Thomas Wolfe look somewhat out of place in the company of the Makers of 
Modern Literature."
— Herbert J. Muller, Thomas Wolfe. (New York, 1947), pp. 1-2.



5
Many of the Westalls were religious and had the traits peculiar

to the religious mountaineer* Wolfe has the old man from the story
MChicamaugan reveal a family trait, "His only failin’ was the failin’
that so many Pentlands have— he went and got queer religious notions
and wouldn't give them up*"^ These people were constantly expecting
the battle of Armageddon to be fought and the world to be brought to a
hasty and climactic end. Because of this ever-abiding faith in the
nearness of the end, they were consciously aware of and concerned with
death. Therefore, they warned the goats to become sheep before it was
too late and the strayers condemned for their sins = Uncle Bacchus, a
character in Wolfe’s books and also a Westall, with a "flowing beard
and smelling feet," is a good example of this religious characteristic
carried to an excess. Even in the carnage of the Civil War, which he
thought was Armageddon, his message was the same. "’Hit's a cornin’’’
cried the prophet with the sweet purity of his saintly smile. ’Hit's a
cornin' I Accordin' to my figgers the great Bay is almost here' Oh, hit's
cornin' boysI' he sweetly cheerfully intoned, 'Christ's kingdom on this

:7airth’s at hand 2 We're mar chin' to Armageddon now;t"'
These mountaineer relatives were almost as superstitious as 

they were religious. P. C. Watkins, in his article "Thomas Wolfe and 
the Southern Mountaineer," discussed their beliefs in the following 
terms;

^Thomas Wolfe, The Hills Beyond (Kfew York, 1961), pp. 70-71.
^Thomas Wolfe, Of Time and the River (New York, 1948), p. 80.



Ghosts and spirits form a part of the folklore told by 
children and adults; when there are no new ghost stories 

■ to tell, mountaineers often tell morbid tales of strange and 
unusual deaths. For years they point out to each other places 
such as the tree where someone hanged himself, the sandbar 
on the river where a seven-year-old boy committed suicide 
because he did not get the first, drink of water from a pall 
brought to the fields, or the lonely stretch of road where 
the runaway horses turned ever a wagon and broke the driver’s 
necko8  .

In Look Homeward, Angel Wolfe describes a distant relative who has come
to help nurse Ben. She is of native mountain stock and, ’’she was
coarse, hard, and vulgar, with little pity in her, and a cold lust for
the miseries of sickness and death.This description is of a Fentland
but it would be equally valid for either the Joyners or the Westalls.

Wolfe, again in Look Homeward, Angel, revealed some of the
Pentland's most obvious characteristics the night that W. 0 . Gant first
went home with Elisa to meet her father and brothers. When Gant entered
the room, they began to make bawdy jokes about him and his courting,
all of which they found to be exceedingly funny. After the excitement 
wore off and an atmosphere of calmness penetrated the room, they fell 
into one of their common moods, which also matched the blowing weather 
outside.

And as they peeled or pared, or whittled, their talk slid 
from its rude jocularity to death and burial; they drawled 
monotonously, with evil hunger, their gossip of destiny, and 
of men but newly lain Ê ieJ in the earth. And as their talk 
wore on, and Gant heard the spectre moan of the wind, he was

QF. C. Watkins, "Thomas Wolfe and the Southern Mountaineer," 
South Atlantic Quarterly. L (January, 1951), 6 6 .

^Thomas Wolfe, Look Homeward, Angel,(Hew York, 1929), p. 542.



entombed in loss and darkness, and his soul plunged down
ward in the pit of night, for he saw that he most die a 
stranger— that all, all but these,triumphant Pentlands, 
who banqueted on death— must die •

Another quality of the WestalIs-Pentlands-Joyners was their 
tenacious power of endurance over deatho It is alluded to in the 
above quotation* Wolfe’s mother, Julia, as well as Eliza in Look 
Homeward, Angel, bore ten children— three did not live past babyhood- 
endured serious illness and a good deal of maltreatment, and still 
outlived most of her family. Concerning this maternal tenacity, Maxwell 
Geismar says of Gant and Eliza’s marriage that it should have been a 
time of happiness for Gant, but instead it ’’proved in fact a time of 
death, pestilence, and terror, for it marked his union with them 
fPentlandsJ, the prelude to his long and painful conquest by them,"^

la You Can’t Go Home Again Wolfe gives a physical tag to this 
kinship with death that the Pentlands-Joyners-Westalls know. When, 
George arrives back home at Libya Hill for Aunt Maw’s funeral, the 
Joyner clan has already gathered, George was not acquainted with all 
of them, but he could see their clan mark, "the look of haunting
sorrow and something about the thin line of the lips that proclaimed

2.21their grim triumph in the presence of death."
The reactions that Wolfe gives George at the time of Aunt Maw’s 

death are somewhat revealing of Wolfe's ideas concerning his relatives,

1 0 Ibid.. p. 15.
■^Maxwell Geismar, Writers in Crisis (Boston, 1942), p. 195.



la&t Maw’s death came as a surprise for George, for she was the oldest
and most death-triumphant of the entire clan. He expected other men to
live and to die, but not her. She and the other Joyners were a different
race and above common mortality, Wolfe’s distaste for the tribal rites
accompanying death are shown when George conscientiously planned his
departure from lew York so that he would arrive just before the funeral.
In this way he escaped the endless talk of horror and death that always
took place around the casket, . ■

It is hardly likely that Wolfe passed through his boyhood
without acquiring some concepts of death from his maternal, mountaineer
relatives. In fact their influence appears in a great deal of what
Wolfe wrote. But his mother and her family were certainly not the only
influence upon him. From the paternal side of his family, he inherited
an exuberance for life— one that exhibits itself in M s  enormous
appetites— which carried over into his subconscious conception of
death. From this exuberant point of view life becomes very intensive
with all its distinctive characteristics emphasised. Death is the
final and triumphant step, the last of the colossal experiences, W» 0,
Gant’s death is an example of this. Death, therefore, becomes an
extension of life. Bella Kussy, in her article ’’The Titalist Trend and
Thomas Wolfe,” wrote the following!

Thus is justified in vitalistic terms that abnormal 
intensity and excess of life which becomes destruction of 
life and that susceptibility to the fascination of death 
and destruction which appears in the short story ’’Death the 
Proud Brother,” with its series of almost ecstatic descrip
tions of violent deaths on city street, or in the account of



the lynching of Jim Prosser0 The fascination of death becomes 
equal to and part of the fascination of l i f e . 1 3

Literary Influences

Wolfe was an avid reader during M s  youth and early maturity, 
often reading without discrimination anything he could get his hands 
on. This insatiable desire to know everything that lay between the 
hard covers of a book: continued with M m  as an obsession until the 
time he was no longer a student. It is said he tried to read the 
entire contents of a library, le failed in this, but the amount he 
did read is staggering, le was greatly influenced by some of the 
ideas he crossed in his reading and said, ’'Like every young man, I 
was strongly under the influence of writers I a dm ir ed .M a ny of 
these writers Wolfe so admired wrote of death in various forms. The 
fact that similar ideas crop up in Wolfe's works indicate a very 
forceful influence. Although it is impossible to do much more than 
speculate, some of Wolfe's death images are so closely related to a 
predecessor that it seems here are traceable sources.

The poets especially had an attraction for Wolfe, for he felt 
that he could return to them again and again without tiring. In his 
youth he was partial to the poets with romantic qualities, probably 
because he felt a kinship; of spirit there. In Look Homeward. Angel 
Wolfe made the following declaration which clearly shows Eugene's and

3̂Bella Kussy, "The Vitalist Trend and Thomas Wolfe," Sewanee 
Review. L (July-Sept., 1942), 309-319.

"^Thomas Wolfe, The Story of a Novel (lew fork, 1935), p. 8 .



Wolfe’s bent for the fantastic, the grotesque, and the supernatural, 
subjects closely related or consequential of death:

He liked all weird and wild invention, in prose or verse, 
o o ohe liked the fabulous wherever he found it, and for 
whatever purpose„ „ , »He did not want his ghosts and mar
vels explained. Magic was magic. He wanted old ghosts—  
not Indian ghosts, but ghosts in armor, the spirits of old 
kings, and pillioned ladies with their high coned hats.*®

Wolfe found themes to his liking in the metaphysical world of 
Wordsworth and Coleridge. For both of these poets Wolfe expressed a 
definite interest. The attraction for Coleridge was the stronger 
although Wordsworth’s influence upon Wolfe’s conception of death is 
more readily seen. Wolfe felt that Coleridge was The English Poet, 
and his favorite poem was the The Ancient Mariner, the tale of a voyage 
of an outcast soul seeking for its salvation through painful atonement. 
This theme of a voyage and quest is one of Wolfe’s more frequent and 
simple themes. In his version a lost soul in quest of the lost lane=end 
may attain salvation through the door of death, which allows reinte
gration with the everlasting forces quickening the phenomenal world.

Coleridge’s efforts to know what lay beyond this mortality could 
have influenced and strengthened Wolfe's desires to see past the grave. 
One of Coleridge’s thoughts, in which he pondered the possibility of a 
heaven, exerted such a force upon Wolfe that he used the idea in three 
of his four large novels. ’"But if a man should sleep and dream that
he had been in heaven and on waking find within his hand a flower as
a token that he really had been there— ay, and what then, what then?’

^Look Homeward, Angel, pp. 422-423.
"^Thomas Wolfe, The Web and the Rock (New York, 1937), p. 332.
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The idea seemed to have presented exciting possibilities to both mem*

It is thought by some that Wolfe's leaf, a symbol of death,
was acquired from Coleridge. S. Z. Brown states, "The symbol of the
leaf, rather than any other of October's victims in the annual
recurrence of death, presented itself to Wolfe through the poet whom

17beyond all others he admired." This, of course, was Coleridge.
Monroe M. Stearns suggests that this same symbol of the leaf

came from Wordsworth rather than Coleridge. He feels that Wolfe
recognized a similarity of thought in Wordsworth causing him to adopt
as his motto, "a stone, a leaf, a door." Stearns feels that Wolfe
acquired this motto from Book III of The Prelude:

Which, from a tree, a stone, a withered leaf 
To the broad ocean and the azure heavens 
Spangled with kindred multitudes of stars
Could find no space where its power might sleep.

Stearns also feels that Wolfe took Wordsworth’s "Our birth is but a
sleep and a forgetting" as the interpretation and meaning of his own
life,

A belief in a pre-existent state would by analogy take on 
importance in Wolfe's conception of death. It would be suggestive of 
an immortal structure of time that can only be entered through dying. 
One of Wolfe's general themes is somewhat reminiscent of Wordsworth1s 
Ode on the Intimations of Immortality in that it is suggestive of a 
bright existence before birth, the sense of loss in the worldly prison

K. Brown, "Thomas Wolfe: Realist and Symbolist," The 
Enigma of Thomas Wolfe (Cambridge, 1953), p. 2 2 0 .

^Stearns, p. 198. .
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of life, the obscuring and developing shadow of imitation, and a 
possible promise of restoration» The prefatory poem of Look Homeward, 
Angel, is indicative of this theme. All through life man is searching 
for that universe of perfection which he feels he left behind at birth. 
Unable to communicate he struggles to regain its glories. In Look 
Homeward, Angel Wolfe pictures this Wordsworthean concept rather 
absurdly when he gives baby Eugene the mind and reasoning power of a 
twenty-seven-year-olds

His brain went black with terror. He saw himself an 
inarticulate stranger, an amusing little clown, to be handled 
and nursed by these enormous and remote figures. He had been
sent from one mystery into another| somewhere within or with
out his consciousness he heard a great bell ringing faintly, 
as if it sounded undersea, and as he listened, the ghost of 
memory walked through his mind, and for a moment he felt that
he had almost recovered what he had lost.*®

The return to brightness, permanence, and unity which is implied 
in the idea of pre-existence is not heavily stressed in Wolfe. Yet traces 
are found here and there. Toward the end of Look Homeward, Angel it can 
be seen in Ben's return, in "flower and leaf," as Wolfe catalogues things 
that are immune to death;

What thing will come again? 0  Spring, the cruellest and 
fairest of the seasons, will come again. And the strange and 
buried men will come again, and death and dust will never come 
again, for death and dust will die, and Ben will come again, 
he will not die again, in flower and leaf, in wind and music 
far, he will come back again.®®

More definitely this return to a bright home is to be found in Eugene's

19Look Homeward, Angel, p. 38. 
20Ibid., pp. 582-83.
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creative power and memory through an integration with the pasti This 
return also can be worked by love. In a letter to Mrs. Bernstein,
Wolfe sees love as a restorer, fiI believe in love, and in the loved

21one, the redeemer and the savior. 0

Wolfe expressed a liking for Whitman. This appears to be 
pertinent because some of Whitman’s best lyrical poetry is developed 
from death. In one of his poems, Gut of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking, 
he establishes the idea that death is the source of poetry. He does 
this by describing the lament of a bird for its dead mate. The lament 
is symbolic of the reward compensatory for the loss of human love due 
to the creative impulse of the artist. This thought is rather similar
to Wolfe’s idea of the 0divine pearl sickness,” through which he sees

22 -creativeness arising out of disease and waste. Bella Sissy, in
comparing Wolfe and Whitman, made the following remarks

11 And as to you”— so Whitman apostrophized that ’’Life” 
which is theme and motive force of all his poetry—
"I reckon you are the leavings of many deaths.” For him as 
for Wolfe, death seen in this vitalistic ecstasy is an 
integral part of life; in fact it is a particular intensive 
phase of l i f e .23

If Whitman did not directly influence Wolfe, they, at least, had similar 
influential forces working upon them®

Dostoevski, being Wolfe’s favorite novelist, could very well 
have exerted an influence upon Wolfe’s ideas of death. One of

^Elizabeth Nowell, Thomas Wolfe, A Biography (New York, I960),
p, 1 0 2 .

22Look Homeward, Angel, pp. 587-588.
23Kussy, p. 34.
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Dostoevski's themes Wolfe adopts, and it can be seen running through
his work; the triumph of love over death. In The Web and the lock
George Webber defends Dostoevski against Jerry Alsop1s attack by
quoting a passage from The Brothers Karamazov, This passage comes
towards the conclusion of the Russian’s book, and it takes place ia a
graveyard. Alyosha is talking to some young boys, and what he
expresses, George feels, is a great vision of life and human destiny.
Wolfe, through George, stated it in the following words: "'What
Alyosha is saying is not that man dies for love, not that he sacrifices
his life for romantic love, but that he lives for love, not romantic
love, but love of life, love of mankind, and that through love his
spirit and his memory survive, even when his physical self is dead''
In the above statement one sees a positive side of death which becomes a
triumph and a means of immortality.

Wolfe was a,great admirer of James Joyce, and he felt that his 
own book Look Homeward, Angel was greatly influenced by Joyce's Ulysses. 
Because of this acknowledged relationship, it becomes very probable 
that Wolfe's use of death in his writing is related to certain themes 
in Joyce. Nathan L. Kothman sees a direct influence of Joyce upon 
Wolfe in his use of Ben's ghost in the fortieth chapter of Look Home
ward, Angels

We have heard the dead speak in Joyce's Nighttown 
episode. . . It is one of the marks of Joycean influence.
Here again preferring to Wolfe's fortieth chapter} the

The Web and the Rock, p. 215.
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meeting of life and death produces its terrific apocalyptic 
climax; mortal emotions and immortal vision flood the pages 
and bring the book to its ecstatic close o

Perhaps Bothman has ample reason for making this statement. la 
both cases the crisis of each book is attained at this similar points In 
Joycefc Nighttown episode personalities melt, sexes interchange, the dead 
arise and speak, and the heavens and earth are filled with hellish life* 
In Wolfe’s fortieth chapter similar events occur, the dead appear and 
speak, stone angels are animated and fill the background with their move
ment, and visions of multitudes of "Bens" and "Eugenes" fill the square« 
Last but certainly not least of these considerations is the similarity 
in the questions asked by each protagonist of the deado In Ulysses, 
Stephen’s mother rises out of the floor with the signs of the grave 
still visibly clinging to her to confront Stephen0 In the ensuing con
versation Stephen eagerly asks her to tell him the "word" if she now

20knowso This she fails to do0 Comparable to this is Eugene question
ing the dead Ben for an answer which Ben cannot or does not directly 
supply*

Wolfe found the Book of Job and the Book of Ecclesiastes very 
meaningful for him* Both of these books are filled with struggle, 
tragedy, death and triumph* Wolfe believed that the fatalism of the 
Preacher was a certainty in terms of eternity; but in terms of the 
present he refuted this position by stating that "Han was born to live, 
to suffer, and to die, and what befalls him is a tragic lot* There is

25Mathan L* lothman, "Thomas Wolfe and James Joyce: A Study in 
Literary InfluenceThe Enigma of Thomas Wolfe (Cambridge, 1953) p. 276,

^James Joyce, Ulysses (Hew York, 1946), pp* 564-567*



this in the final end. Bat we mast, dear Fox, deny it all- along the 
27way." His brand of idealism would not allow him to accept this dic

tum. Man must struggle for a better life even if the end is inevitable.
Wolfe felt even a closer kinship with Job. To him, The Book of 

Job was composed from the material of poetry. Job’s song was one of 
joy that derived its meaning from sorrow and death. Wolfe writes, "It 
is the sense of death and loneliness, the knowledge of the brevity of 
his days, and the huge impending burden of his sorrow, growing always, 
never lessening, that makes joy glorious, tragic, and unutterably 
precious to a man like Job.M̂  • What was precious to Job was also 
precious to Wolfe for the same reason. Job’s theme that the best and 
the worst were merely different aspects of the same thing was or 
became Wolfe's too.

Hellgioas Influences

In an effort to trace anything as nebulous as an influence, 
there is bound to be a certain amount of overlapping. The position 
that religion played in the development of Wolfe’s conceptions of 
death is undoubtedly a forceful one, but to isolate it from the other 
sources of influence is very difficult. It is known that as a boy 
Wolfe received a basic background in Presbyterianism. In look Homeward. 
Angel he tells of how Eugene— Eugene and Wolfe are essentially the same 
person— received instruction at the hands of several spinsters who

^You Can’t Go Home Again, p. 737.
^The Hills Beyond, p. 161.



taught him the rudiments of his Presbyterian faith, the catechism, the 
goodness of God, and the celestial architecture» ’’He had all the 
passionate fidelity of a child to the laws of the community: all

; OQfiltered deposit of Sunday Horning Rresbyterianism had its effect*B
Wolfe was not too consistent in some of his beliefs. This 

readily becomes apparent in the contradictory passages dealing with 
death in his work— these contradictions sometimes appear only pages 
apart. This inconsistency was not a conscious desire of Wolfe's to 
deceive or confuse the reader, but rather an expression of his own 
troubled mind. Of course, it might be said that it was only a matter 
of fiction, and not a reflection of his inner turmoil. But his 
letters— and he wrote a good many— reveal the same shifting attitudes.

One of the reasons for this can foe seen developing out of the 
conflict: resulting from a loss of faith. Faith in authority had become 
a thing of the past for Wolfe, and viewed in this light, the vacancy 
left by early religious beliefs can be conceived as part of the 
influence resulting in Wolfe's belief of death as a total negation of 
life. This belief often appears in Wolfe as a sense of cosmic exile 
which results in the theme of "alone and forever lost." Extended, 
this idea becomes the thought expressed in the prefatory poem of You 
Can't Go Home Again:

He knew his life was little and would be extinguished, 
and that only darkness was immense and everlasting, And 
he knew that he would die with defiance on his lips, and 
that the shout of his denial would ring with the last 
pulsing of his heart into the maw of all-engulfing night.

29Look Homeward, Angel, p. 104.
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Yet, Wolfe is not consistent in this belief of death as a complete 
and irrevocable end,

Vardis Fisher, a colleague of Wolfe’s at New York University, 
noted that both Wolfe and he had "the same naked need of spiritual
shelters but scorn of formalized religions; and the same tendency to

30psychic impotence»M Earlier in this paper, Wolfe’s inclination to
believe in some kind of immortality was mentioned» At that time a 
literary source was shown for the form this need took in his writing» 
Even though Wolfe had advanced beyond his childhood Presbyterianism—  

Eugene denied God as a sophomore in college— certainly this early 
training also contributed to his desire to believe in immortality.
Any such belief, necessarily, is closely related to death, for only 
through death can this exalted state be gained. An example showing 
Wolfe’s need to believe is found in his letters to his mother. After 
writing of the difficulty he has in thinking of Ben and his father as 
being eternally dead, he said, "Yet somehow, in spite of all the stern 
persuading# of my reason, in spite of the inexorable and undeniable 
spectacle of universal death, I will fear no evil. Almost, I am
tempted to say I will believe in God, yes, in spite of the church and

31the ministers.”

^Vardis Fisher, "My Experiences with Thomas Wolfe,"
Tomorrow, X (April, 1951), 25.

31Letter© to His Mother, p* 42@
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Wolfe further strengthens this idea of a need to believe in 

a letter to Sherwood Anderson s MWe never perhaps give up the wonder
ful image of our youth— that we will find someone external to our 
life and superior to our need who knows the answer. It does not happen—  

’is not my strength in me?’--but it comes, I think, from the deepest 
need in life, and all religiousness is in it,”

With this very apparent need to believe, there can be little 
doubt that Wolfe’s religious training had its effect, either consciously 
or subconsciously, upon his concept of death.

War’s influence

War is always a shaking and traumatic experience, and 
convictions are apt to be formed that under saner conditions might 
never appear. When the United States entered the first World War,
Wolfe was enrolled in college, According to his description in Wok 
Homeward, Angel and The Web and the lock, the excitement and change 
it brought was immense. His patriotic fervor was high, and it worked 
an influence upon his conception of death. Because of the war one 
face of death became noble and heroic. Both of Wolfe’s young heroes, 
Eugene and George, reflected Wolfe’s own feelings during this period.
In Look Homeward, Angel Wolfe commenting omnisciently said, ’’War is

33not death to young mens war is life,” In the same book Eugene sees
himself in daydreams dying a battlefield death and receiving a hero’s

Nowell, A Biography, p, 98,
33Look Homeward, Angel, p, 508,



burialo These dreams he would enjoy immensely, thinking of suitable 
epilogues to be used at the burials. When the war ended, George, in 
The Web and the Hock, cried, not because of happiness but because of 
disappointment. Thus, the tragedy, pain, and loss of death were 
compensated for by the excitement and glory of a patriotic sacrifice, 
and fear of death loses its predominant position to bravery.



H o  Tix@ Organie Plasticity of B@ath in Look Homeward % Aagel

The straetur® of Wolfe"s novels is determined by his awto^
biographical story in tim@» accented by plateaus ©f high ia=>
tensity. They are cyclic and rhythmical, Life proceeds from the
birth of an individual to his death, from on® eonclmsion ©f a
period of human experience to the birth and conclusion of another®
Always at the end of a time cycle lies death, loaded with impact s
both friend and enemy, Wolfe"s works are permeated by this "Bark
brother" whom® he knew as well, perhaps8 as any mortal® It has
saturated his books forming and influencing.in various ways® Its
effect upon Look Homeward, Angel is paramount® Of this book
Wolfe said in a note to the potential publisher.

The book may be lacking in plot but it is not lacking in 
plan® The plan is rigid and densely woven® There .are two 
essential movements==one.outward.and one downward® The 
outward movement describes the effort of a ® ® ® youth for 
release, freedom, and loneliness in new lands® ® © ©The 
downward movement is represented by a constant excavation 
into the buried life of a group of people, and describes

nesis, union, de
cay, and dissolution - |£talics roinej

The very title. Look Homeward, Angel, suggests the
presence of death® Of Milton"s poem, "Lyeidas, and its rela
tionship to Wolfe °s novel, IE® P® Albrecht in his article "The 
Titles of Look Homeward, Angel" says,

'Howell, Ax Biography, p® 1 1 2 ®
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la ILgreadas tS&© elAag©lM is ewidemtly tlaat ,s@f the gaaadeS 
Memat 9 " whe is asked t® l®ok aeaaea heme rat heir thaa ©if

Bern weald seem te he the aagel amd Sagem© Lyeidas o "Amgel16 

suggests a spigot seear® im ©teraal life; 811 ghost15 a spirit 
lest ia deatho

This applieatiea ©f aagel t© Bern iadieates a m©tam©rphesiso 
Threaghemt the aovel Bern livimg appears t© be a ghest im that he 
reaaims ■ rakaowm ®md ameemmemieative te all 0 e w m  his fer®thero 
The ©ry l©st9 amd by the wiad grieved, ghost, @@m® baek 
agalm, ** whieh @e©ws repeatedly, is apparemtly direeted at Bern, 
BeeaMse Aageme had ksaowm love amd seearity ©mly thromgh Bern's 
friemdship, the ghost represeats these qualities t®©o la the 
last chapter whea Bea is restored te a life of ©osamwaieatioa amd 
amderstaadiag that living he did mot have, he informs Bmgea® that 
the answer to Eageae0s qaestiom "Where is the world?" is to be 
fonmd fey looking homewardo Bea farther states, mpom feeing 
qaestioned, that he is not a ghost, feat fee does not clarify what 
fee is. By analogy, then, he is a® longer a ghost became© he is 
no longer the lost stranger© The fact that he ©an now direct 
Emgeme h©raewand=-=>to look within himself for what he seeks<=>=• 
indicates that he is now an angel© Identification with angel is 
farther implied when the stone images of Sant's monnment shop 
com® to life with Ben's retmrn, and their retmra to immobility 
of stone when he departs© Farther meaning is derived from the

P© Albrecht, "The Titles of Look Homeward, Angels A. 
Story of the Bnried Life," Modern Langnaise, ZI (March, 1950), SB©



@f ©reative powr £b Btogera® o
0 m th@ ether hamd the title is appropriately dire©ted t© 

Btagem® as well @@ Bern imasmmeh as it is Bagem© wh@ iiaally leeks 
lawsward with moteworthy ©omsequeaeeso S®pp@rtimg this idea® 
Alhre©M s@ysg

A® the atogels melt from their stem® rigidity® s@ dees 
the amgel Bern *"melt with rmth® * 0 amd the '“hapless5® Bagem® 
is wafted "'’hemewardo55 Fre® 15the sheres amd semmdimg sea® 55 

where hi® "heme® are tarled55 lyeidas is 55m#mmted high59 !m 
heawho He.is reealled frem death t@ life® fr®® the <Sar&= 
mess ©f the simkiag day-star t® its brilliame© im the 
mermimg ®ky9 from beiag lost t® beimg f®mmd9 from im= 
prisemmemt aad impotemee to freedom aad powero Alth©#gh 
limited to life im this world9 this is the metamorphosis 
s@mght fore amd ggrtly ©omswaaated by Bsagem® im hook 
Homeward 9 Amg©1 6

Imhereat im the above ideas is am implioatiom of a theme of death
amd restoratiomo a them® that reoars im various forms throughout

ii^ortamt soenes is formed arouad the siekmess amd death of Bemo
The acooumt of his demise gives the movel much of its power of 
attraotioBg amd there is the stromg possibility that without it 
the movel would seem evea more formless6 im the ooavemtiomal 
seaseg than it doeso Bern9s iaflu©m© ® 9 dead or aliv® 9 upom the
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pr©tag©mist Eugene and mp©a the author Wolfe ©aaaot be measuredo „ 
A® Nat ham Rotfemaa has stated» 1,1 Alive he is seem as already gome 9 
Dead9 he is forever alive in Bugen©0s miad0 the remembered 
gestures9 words» wayso He, most of all# is the cherished image« 18 

The death of Bern is the tiarmimg point of the novel» Be
cause of the nature of the book which reveals the lives of the 
Gants but does not focus on any single complication resulting in 
a climax# unless it is Ben's death and, the surprise and rapidity 
of his dying# the reader reaches this point and passes it usually 
without realising its importanceo But there are signs of Ben's 
projected death ,all alongo hong 'before the actual death scene# 
Eugene thinks of him as goneo Early in the book Eugene speaks of 
a ghost in a-number: of different places <► Although he does not 
specifically call -this ghost. Sen and there is a slight possibility 
that he is referring to Grover# who is actually dead# or to a 
mystical self# still the language the statements are couched in 
strongly support the idea that it is Ben© Eugene is directed to 
search for the unfound door by a lost and wind-grieved ghost©
These are terms used throughout to identify Ben# not Grover©

The closer one gets to the actual death scene the more 
adumbrations of it one sees© Still early in the book Wolfe 
©amiseiently projects Eugene's thoughts ahead in time# and in so 
doing indicates experiences that Eugene will have known© "Four

Eothiaan# p© 275©



years later„ when he was graduated, he had passed his adeleseemee@
the kiss ©f l©ve and death harmed @m his lips9 and he was still a 

88ehildo** The logical conclasiom is8 ©f eomrse $ that part ©£ 
this statement refers to Bern's dyingo Later8 Ben in a discussion 
with Eugene about the meaning of life expresses a death wish%
"'To hell with it all!' Ben saido °I wish it were overo 0,8 
Frequently9 as has been indicated9 Ben is associated with ghost® 
references that must partially fee interpreted as Ben's affinity 
with deatho The predictions and signs are mamyo

Ben's death evokes a scene worthy, of high tragedy =, It 
achieves a sense of grandeur through its disclosed truthfulness 
in which no incongruous detail is spared o In this scene there is 
a meeting of the members of the @ant family® because of the situ
ation each one of them is revealed„ and their predominant traits 
emphasised and twisted under the circumstances until they become 
some of the more memorable characters of fiction® Elisabeth 
Nowell has said concerning this8

o o ©Wolfe's description of Ben's death in Look Homeward©
Angel is perhaps the finest thing he ever wrote© In it 
there is not only the tragedy of Ben's own wasted life®. 
and of his loss to Tom8 the younger brother whom he always 
championed: there is also the revelation of the entire ' - 
family with all of its complex relationships8 each height-

38Look Homeward© Angel8 p© 391© 
5 9 Ihido© p© 533©
Nowe1 1 9 A Biography© p© 4 3©
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qmalitj @£ Mwatiaag b@amty9 a q@ai£ty f@@md £na ma® "s heart <, 
Sla@rily b@£or© th© @md9 the family is m£ib@d 1b  lev© amd xral©ro 
YMs.g psrhapa $ is the ©Bly time that the vehememt Gasats @wz* ©@m@ 
el@s© t© a maltyo

Them, ©v©r the mgly ©lamer ©f their dlssesaslem, ever 
the rasp amd smarl of their merves 9 they heard the low 
matter ©f Bern's ©%pirlmg hreatho The light had heem re=> 
shaded? he lay, like M s  ©to shadow, ia all his fieree 
gray lomely foeaetyo Aad as they looked amd saw his bright 
eyes already Marred with death, amd saw the feeble beat” 
lag flratter of his poor thia breast, the stramg© woader, 
the dark rioh mlraole of his life srarged over them its 
emormoras loveliaesso They grew qraiet amd ©aim, they 
plramged below all the splimtered wreekag© of their lives, 
they drew together £a a sraperh ©ommraalom of lew amd^ 
valiaaee, foeyomd horror amd ©emfrasiom, beyond death»

Them, whem Bern dies, seorafrally, fieroely, and ramafraid, the
seas© of relief is immenseo A spirit of proforamd, weary joy
pervades the family, koras© and srarrorandiags«- Death has beeosse
the anodyne, a loving and tender woman who frees, heals, and
saves Ben from farther anguish of lif©o

After Ben's death, his inflmenee rapon Eugene beeomes even
more apparento He, thus, affeets the book more as a vision of
the past than he did livingo Ben was the ©loses! of all the
Sants to Eugene, and it is only after he is gone that Eugene
fully realises the irrevoeablemess of the past, with its oontinra”
ity of the life primoipl© behind the progression of evanesoemt
forms» As a result of Ben's dying, Eugene, reaeting t© the
sordid side of the event, decides to die alone without any family

^Ibido, p» SS2o



im The ©speri^sa©© t©a@h©© E«g©m® that @11 that 1©
h@a#tlf%&! £ai hnmam life has h®@a t©ss©h©d with *°a pe@rl=
s£©lm@©So,e Als© heeaMs® ©f B®b 0s death, Eiag®®© gaia© th® ©®b= 
vietlem that mam,does mot ©soap© life foeoams© of its dmllmess, 
hmt life ©s©ap©s mam heoams© off $a@m1ls smallm@s®o

o was mow a



Compared t© B©aa@ death9 the a©@©m&t ©f Grover's s©@«p 
inferior amd almost Imsigalflearnt o Yet it i© importaat for a 
mwmber ef reaseaso It move© t&© storj la time aad la valtae 
measared fey intemsityo It develops ©laara©t@r9 aad is a taraimg 
poiat aromad w&iela a msmfeer ©f importami developments revolve©
For lastamo® it is Grover°s death.and the following aooasatloms 
and reorimiaatlorn© that drives im the wedge that oompletely 
alienates Elisa from W© 0© €azat © From this time ©m Gant and 
Elisa are virtually separated although Elisag profeafely feeling 
somewhat gnilty for the death of their s@m» makes a half-hearted 
effort at a reoomoiliatiom© Also Grover11 s death delays Elisa9© 
planned emtranoe into the world of trading and fenylmg while at 
the same time it postpones her plams=>~a©epiir®d im St© Eomis^^for 
rnhniffig a hoarding honse im Mtamomt ©

The World0@ Fair is held in St© lioais the year that Grover 
dies© Elisa$ seeing an opportunity to attend the fair and pos= 
sihly make a little moneyg has taken the ehlldren and moved there 
for the s maimer © In St© Louis they rent a large house» and hoard 
visitors to help pay the rent© The summer is am enjoyable ®ssperl= 
erne® for them alio hut at the end of it Grover expires© The 
description of the death is powerful$ thongh not lingered upon© 
Grover feeoome® violently ill with typhoid fever© Elisa© her usual 
self© refuses to believe that Grover will or earn die© but at last



Thera ©b© might, teariaag away the mask smddemlyg sh© 
cam© swiftly from the boy0© r©omo

"Mr o Czarat 6 10 she said im a whisper9 pursirag her lipso 
Sh© 'sh@©k her.whit® fa©@ at him silemtly as if imable t©

6 amt "s preoeempatios with M s  ©wm Impeadlag death is am
extremely import ami movememt im Look lemewardo Aagel o His im= 
flmeme© mp©m the book is so important that Henry Seidel Ganfoy has 
said» 60And linking the two worlds [the past and the present] is 
the decaying bmt still mighty fignre of the Father® the old stone 
emtter who was the center of Look Homeward, Angele 10̂  Certainly9, 
Canby has some argument for his statement» yet Gant6s signifi
cance to the novel is not® perhaps» as central as Canby suggestse 
Nevertheless®, Gant is a “mighty fignre®*® and the fact that a good 
deal of what the reader sees of him is that of an old®, dying man® 
fearful and obsessed with his deteriorating body makes the effect 
of death on this part of the tale primaryo Throughout the last 
two thirds of the novel the great ghost of Gant8s dying haunts 
the family9 brooding over the house and coloring their lives©

The first hint of Gant8s absorption with the possibilities 
of his own death comes in the very early scenes of the book© Gant 
is pictured as a man obsessed with the idea that he is contaminated

4 §lbido© p© 57©
4 ®H@nry Seidel Canbya “The River of Youth9 11 The Enigma 

Of Thomas Wolfe, (Cambridge® 1953)® p@ 136©



with tuahe2reral©sis*=“th@ diseas© that has reeesxtly killed his first 
wife9 Gyathiao This is oae of the reas®@s that he eomes t© 
Altamaato Still im a relatively early seeae the reader sees Qaat 
rettaraimg frem a trip t® Calif©raia whieh is t@ be the last ®f 
his great v@yag@s» Siekaess will preveat him fr@» .makiag etherso 
80Za the great frame was already stirring the ehemistry ©f pain 
and d e a t h T h r © n a g h  the stream ©f ©©aseieasness method Wolfe 
reveals the varied thonghts that fill Gant0s head as he rides 
the early morning street ear h©me<> sBnt two months dead 8 Bmt tw@ 
months dead! Gh LordS So it 's eome to thiso Mereifml God, this 
fearfnl, awfnl9 and damnable elimate* Death, death* Is it too 
late? A land of life, a flower lando How ©lean the green sea 
was o A l t h o u g h  his thonght® are slightly ©onfmsing there is no 
dembt that he is greatly eonoenned with mortality, so ©oneerned 
that among hi© thonghts is a premonitory one abomt the killing 
©fleet of ©ameero

Long before there has been a diagnosis of any aetnal 
disease, and shortly after information is given the reader that 
the great limbs of Gant have already begmm to deteriorate toward 
pain and death, Engene is plot w e d  as having intuitively gained 
the knowledge that Gant is dyingo Gant's- siokness at this time



fisaalXgr d©@s g© 9 $a@g ©sa vara©®® @©©asi©a® g awaksa© the wla©l® 
k@as® with M s  ©aies0 ,9B@ j&m ©@® him ©taadiag there ia the 
shad©n©? S© y@to0tr® ©osae at last t© take the ©IS aaa with ^@a? 
o o, o There he staaSa^the Grim Beaper®»a© I alway© kaew h® 
weal So86®® At Baltimore it i© learaeS that Gaat ha® @©a©@r with 
little hop© @f ©ar©o

After a ©eeemS trip t© the hospital there is a© SeaM.

The shadow of his death lay over their liveso They 
shaddered below its horror? its protracted meaae©» its

49Ibiioo po 278o



namsearehalbl© ©aigaaag deprived them ©g digaity aad ©©wageo 
They w@a© d©m£a@t®d by weary amd dsgradiag ©g@t£sm @f 
lif©g whieh is blaadly ph£l©s@ph£©al ever the death ©£ 
the al£@a bat s©@@ ia its ©na the @@rrapta@a ©f aatwal 
lawo It was as hard for them t© thiak ©f 6 aat"s death 
as ©f @©d°s deaths it was a great deal hardere be©ay.se 
he was mere real to t^gm than Sedg h© was mere immertal 
tham 6 @dg h© was G©do

a@r® freqmeat g asad mere aad more they are ©©aeeraed with his b@° 
lag deserted £a his ©Id age aad siekmessg aad the possibility ®f 
beiag left al@m© t© die© He b@e@me® l©®h@r®asg whimiagg aad 
©raftyg lettiag his mimd dwell eoatiamally ap®m himself© He 
rears at his wife aad her relativesg aeeasiag them @f plottiag 
am iasidiems plaa for M s  esstimetieao Om th® ether haad9 h® 
©qmally efteag resorts to sieperimg dotage© 18 0Mere£fml GodB8 he 
whiaed© 8Why did I ever ©omeS # Jesasg how will I ever fs@© 
that trip agaial I ©aa°t bear it© 1 811 die before I get there!
It 8s fearfmlg it °s awfml9 it 8s erael© 8 And he wept weak samffliag

Si©k Gaat0s teaaoioms held ©m life has its effect apoa

^^Ibid© n p© 484©
Ibid©© p© @0 0 ©



aad ihi@5r@elf i®t© a bad state® ®f a@r’tre@ 0 She sasrifiees^
t® a ©erteaSm ©ssteate 9 her ®raa marriage amd happiB@s@ that the ©Id 
mam"s life might he easier* Elisa® ©emeermed with her hmsiBess 
as msmal® refuse© te© heliew that he is djiag® aad his t©ma<si©M 
grasp mp©m life makes ite l@®k as teheagh she were right o She 
serionasaess ©f his ilimes© fimall^ heeomes a palate ®f ©©ateemtelem 
hetewee® Helem amd Elisa® ©amslag a g@®d deal ©f hlteteeraess®
Elisa ©©mplaims ©f heart ateteaek© amd feels that most ®f Gamte *© 
©iekaes© is im his mimdo Helem defemds Gamte amd adds herself te® 
the list ®f the all lag amd pessihle dyimgo Shea whea she aeetase® 
Elisa ®f aegleeteiag Gamte® Elisa defemds herself with am argaaemte 
hased ©m her prememitel©ms whi@h always tell her that ©he will he 
the first te® g@« She- tastaally ©©melmdes her argwaemtes with bleary 
eye© filling with tears ©f pity a©'-she weeps ate her ©w® fuameral© 

Finally the family®, threatened with impending death s@ 
l©mg® l©s@ any normal @©m<septi®m ©f death whieh. they might be 
esspeeteed te© have mader different ©ireamsteam©©©& The smmmer f©l*> 
lowing Euagem© gs gradmateiom® the family gather© im Altamonte® amd 
©me ©f the major reason® for their retemrm home is the feeling 
they have that deoaying Gant will die s®©Bt> Apparently ite i© mote 
a feeling of respect amd love that draw© them back® font fear that 
©©meome will get their share of Gamte °© foel@mgimg©o They watch 
each other smspiciomslyo They qmarrel over varions partes of



mp®a tit© ©sttiE*© f®eilyg shapimg smS d©t®mi!Bi®go ¥@t Sastt .still 
M w a  as L@@k S©Mi©wagd<i Amgel emiSsg wtd this sp@©ter of death 
eeatlmmes to fe@ a powerfml fog©® im asaotheg book, Of Tim® aad the

aad th@ imevitabilitf of death* If this awag©Ht®ss w g e  mot al«v 
w a y s im his ©omsoioms thoaght, it, at leastB was verj sear th© 
smgfa@®* Im a letter to his sister Mabela he said, “I kmow mow 
that people do met die om@e bet mamy times, amd that life of 
whieh they were erne© a part, amd whioh they thomght they ©omld 
mewer lose, dies too, beoomes a ghost, is lost,f o r e v e r I m  

his ©omeeptiom of thimgs, the small essperieaees of life with 
begiamimgs and eadings. were eomparable to births amd deathso 
This idea is developed im a ammber of his ©haraeters bat mom® so 
well as im Emgeae* After Ben0s funeral Elisa sits before the 
fire telling incidents from Ben's life, all of them fall of

The Setters of Thomas Wolfe, ed, Elisabeth Mowell 
(Hew York, 1956), p* 21© 0



t,end@rness and love» qualities that had not been ■.there»in-
aetualitjo This upsets . Eugene9 who has an over=-sensitive stand= 
ard of honesty» and a ^bright and stricken thing" eoiamemees 
twisting within him« Finally it strikes up a conversation with 

' Eugene which followss
@ hnt I eangt •. go now9 said Engen© to it o , (Why mot? 

it whisperedo) Because her face is so white9 and her 
■ forehead is so bread and high, with black hair drawn 
back from it, and when she.sat there at the bed she 
looked like a little child® I can't go mow.and leave■ 
her.her© alone® (She is alone, it said, and so are 
you®) And when she purses up her mouth and stares, so . 
grave and thoughtful, she is like a little child® (You 
are alone mow, it said® You must ©scape,. or.you will die®) 
It is all like deaths she fed me'at her breast, I slept 
in the same bed with her, she took me os her trips® All 
of that is over now, and each time it was like a death®
(And like a life, it said to him® Each time that you 
die, you will be born again® d you will die a hundred

■ times before you become a man®
Wolfe lends a sense of reality to his works by establish

ing aneestory or using; his own,, for his characters® Appropri
ately he uses death as one of the events in his chronology 
worthy of telling® Eugene’s grandfather, a tall Englishman, 
died one might of apaplessy® Gant ’s first wife died of.tubercu
losis ® Elisa’s sister had died of "poor. Jane’s scrofula®" ■ Before 
Eugene was born, Elisa lost three of her nine children during 
their infancy®

death or deaths to create a sense of reality or to build character
Throughout the novel at strategic points, Wolfe mentions

o



©y ia©©do For exsmpleg they© is a streak ©£ p©ywrsi@B ia 
Gaat that all©ws him t@ find ©ajojmemt ia tortaylag his sensitive

seen® h@l@w s®me ©f the ©hayaetey^ 
isti©@ ©f both Gant and Sagem© aye developed ifer©mgh speeefe and

toI tell y©m what« they® aye met maagr feej® wh© have what 
j©a haveo lhat °s going t@ he©eme ©f j©n when y©ay © W  
father0© dead and g@mef10 And he weald paint a ghastly 
pietwe ©f himself lying @ @ M  in deaths lowered f@y@vey

lig jusm#
h@ Mated was met remoteo

^Y©m0lJL remember the © M  mam9 be werid &$tjo
&#rd& Torn mever ml©® the water till the well gees
the e M M i s h  threat ̂ the wlmkimg eyes ̂ the tease

apparent !m jm%tap#sitiem with fieatho He had9 as was memtieme# 
earlier9 am extremely strong sense of homesty whieh e^ereis## a

heart or head were Involved* It is told im Look Homeward* Amgel 
how attemdimg the fmmeral ©f some distamt relative ©r a friemd ©i 
the family womld affeet Emgeme o If the mimister°s words imflm^

Traces of this sense of honesty are seem im BMgeme0 s

SSS M o 0 p° 18°



Tfe© ©oa©t®at ©£ fe©tfe @am$ aad Elisa @® t&@
deaibSa ©£ ©tfe©2?stt their m©rbid raMLmg ®£ the aeus f@r 
items aaaemaelag the death ©£ seme t©©thless hag nh@e 
galled hy bedsores 9 at 'leagth fetmad release after her 
eightieth jfear® nhile fire, fmmime, aad slaughter im 
©ther parts ©f the world passed wa®ti@ed by them, 
their ©sstr&wgaat smperstitiom over what was l@@al amd 
raimpertamt, seeiag the imtervemtiom ©f Csod ia the 
death ©f a peasamt, azmd the smspeasiom ©f divime law 
asd Bgtwal order im their ©waa, filled him with ©heMsag 
fmryo

“Wolfe effeotively mses settimg related to ©r affected fey

revealed to the reader whem Emgeme visits either a graveyard ©r a



at the m©wi® with Ganto 0p©B eeasisag #at, Alta®@nt weal# 
appear as a ©ity of dead to hiaio This see®®- @f emptiness aieng 
with the tri©!®®©© depicted @n the s@r®e® wonid fi.il his mind with 
pleasant th©nghts ®f deaths and mwdeir© 8 in which men died ©leanlgr 
and feeantifnlljo

When Eagen® says g©®6 =hy t© his hem® and Altamomt for an 
indefinite ahsen®®, h® goes t© the ©®m®t®ry t© take leave of the 
dead9 who are as important and Imflmemtial as the liviago H@zr® 9 
h® does some of his deepest and most engaging thinkingo After 
Bern's deaths Sag®a© retnrns to the graveyard and while there his 
mind* which has been fambling with small things for a nmmber of 
days 9 finally fan©tions normallyo It is whil® he is at th© ©®m®«= 
tery that he arrives at his comforting thcnght B@n will r®twn



kill© M © . patisBt© rathes° tfeaa ©tarimg tkeisso Ifoirs© Eiia®© is tart.
kgT this remark and the fellwimg ©©Bwersati©Hi takes plaees

MI de. resaemher e 88 said the mdertaker gravelyo **We are 
both members @£ hemerable prefessieias isa the hour ®£ 
death whe® the stora=t©ssed ship pmts iat© its haw® ©f 
rest 9 w® are the trustees ©£ the. Almighty» 11

Slllhy9 l@rs© $0 Geker esselaimedg "this is @l@q®®B©@ 810 
"The saered rites ©£ ©losiag the eyes» ®£ e©mp©si®g 

the limbs amd @£ prepariag for biarial the lifeless 
repository of the departed seal is © w  holy Ba£s©i@®» it 
is for ms* the living, to pomr balm mpo® the broke® 
heart of Grief, to sooth the wido^°s a©he, to brmsh away 
the orphaa’s tears§ it is for ms, the living, to highly 
resolve that==,n

Wolfe often personifies objeots, giving them the aitribmtes 
of aotmal death* In Look Homeward, Angel and mntil after Gant"s 
death in #f Time and the River, Blisa0s boarding horns©, Bissieland, 
is an extremely important setting* It is in this horns® that 
Wolfe's most folly developed deaths ©eemr, Ben's and Gant's* Bnt 
before either death, the horns® has am amra of death abomt it, 
people have died here, and the damp ©old walls drink "in death 
from the atmosphere *1 8 This aara of death that permeates the 
horns© is seem in the description off Bngene washing the blood from 
a scratch he receives in an effort to get the drank and boisterous 
Gant to bed* As the water rums, Eugene gains a certain, kind of 
peace that also pervades the house * "A very quiet despair was in

5 9 IMdo, p* 175* 
6 0 |bido, p* 141*



M s  heart 9 a weary peae© that brooded too upon the house of death 
and tumult„ that flowed9 like a soft, exploring wind9 through its 
dark halls9 bathing all things quietly with peace and wearinessoM 
Also the house shares the mood of ©ant °s prolonged death, and it 
is often referred to as a house of death because of this* The 
big baek room is known as Gant6s waiting room where he waits for 
the endo

A partial catalogue of the deaths mentioned in Look 
Homeward, Angel would include not only the deaths mentioned above 
but also the following accountss There is the young Jew who kills 
himself by drinking carbolic acid* A woman dies of typhoid within 
the cold, damp walls of Dixielands, ,6@ld Lady ©laden" drowns in 
her own secretionso Moses Andrews is murdered while sleeping off 
a drunk behind a bill plastered fenceo Steve married a woman 
whose father had died the summer before, Lillian Reed, one of 
the town's prostitutes, dies before her twenty«=third birthdayo 
Lillian's mother has preceded her in death by nine years. Bob. 
Grady drops dead one Tuesday morning as he left the Citizen's 
Bank, John Duke, a real heller, was shot and killed by the 
#hitstone Hotel detectives, Mr, Hamby, the Methodist minister, 
dies of pneumonia. This malady also takes Jim Bowles, These 
many deaths give a feeling of reality and provide a background of 
natural events for the novel.

Another often used reminder of death's imminence is found



ImgtSa @f Wolf© °s aowlso #&©m@v©r the PeatlaaS© gatla©E“ It £© t® 
ama®TO©e or ©mjOy a death aad to partieipat® im ©Jaaaisk riteso

A'® if all this n©r@ mot ©BOBghg Wolf® ®o#©tim$@ ©onxreys m

prom® to stop him story9 Isttimg his @hara<st®rs amd a©tiom wait9 
whil© h® digress©© with ©ora© poetio soraadimg ©f®t@ro©mt ©m death @r 
related fieldo It is this habit of imterposimg that ha© mad© 
Baytom Kohler say, wHis lowly amd sol ©mm hymms to death amd time* 
o o o ©omtaim sow® of his best writimg® bmt they stamd ©mtsid® tk® 
framework of the mowlo®®®

$hnn©g death fomd ia them®, image» ©hara@t@r0 symbol0 
im@id©mt or phras© is a umified amd integral part of Look Homeward,

©mtsid® of the mimds of the ©haraoters tvomld b® of littl© sigmifi° 
©am©© o This r@fl©©tiom of Wolf®"s owa obsessiom with death im his 
first movel ©omtimmes to mak® itself mamifest im his meat, ®f Tim® 
amd th© Eiwr@

mood of pemdimg death threeagh his imterposed thomghtso H® is w r y



III. leath, Structure and -Of-Time and the River

Of Time and the River is a cross section of a man's life.
Its form is quite contrary to the shape found in the more general
novel. There appears to be almost no unity of plot, no dramatic
structure of beginning, middle, and end, and no climax. There is
variety and breadth-more than in Look Homeward, Angel— because
Eugene has left provincial Altamont and gone out into the world, but
there is even less external form than found in Wolfe's first book due
to Eugene's apparent aimless wandering in the world. Eugene ends
close to where he begins.

Many of the same forms of death that were found in Look Homeward,
Angel are taken up in■Of Time and the liver. Their appearance strongly
influences and often determines the structure of Wolfe's second book.
The phrase Of Time and the River implies the predicament of the ebb and
flow of life upon a man who basically desires something solid and whole
to which he can attach himself. The prefatory poem seems to resolve
partially this problem of flux, and it does so through the use of two
of Wolfe's principal symbols, love and death. In the first part of
this dithyrambie poem, Wolfe asks the rhetorical question, Where is the
wanderer to find peace. He then proceeds to give the answers

Who owns the earth? Did we want the earth that we should 
wander on it? Did we need the earth that we were never 
still upon it? Whoever needs the earth shall have the 
earths he shall be still upon it, he shall rest within a
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little place, he shall dwell in one small room forever.

o 6 © © 1 ® e © 0 0 © © © © o » o o o ©

The dead tongue withers and the dead heart rots, blind 
mouths crawl tunnels through the buried flesh, but the 
earth will endure forever; hair grows like April on the 
buried breast and from the sockets of the brain the dead 
flowers grow and will not perish.

0 flower of love whose strong lips drink us downward 
into death, in all things far and fleeting, enchantress of 
our twenty thousand days, the brain will madden and the 
heart be twisted, broken by her kiss, but glory, glory, 
glory, she remainss Immortal love, alone and aching in the 
wilderness, we cried to you; You were not absent from our 
loneliness.

These two images are the only things capable of ending the spiritual 
isolation of the soul. They reappear constantly throughout the novel, 
providing am internal relationship which lessens the need for external 
form.

Look Homeward, Angel ends with Gant extremely sick but with a 
stubborn grip on life. In the opening pages of Of Time and the River 
Gant appears again in the same expiring condition, if not a more 
enfeebled one, a forewarning of the part he is to play. In the very 
first scene of the book some of the Gant family have gathered at the 
railroad station to see Eugene off to Harvard. At the station the 
demoralising and depressing effect of the eternal waiting for the cancer 
to kill Gant is discussed. From this scene on until Gant's death many 
scenes later, Gant and his decaying condition are to appear often in 
some aspect or another, affecting the physical form of the book as well 
as moving part of the story forward in time.

0%Of Time and the River, p. 2.
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Gant’s prolonged dying gives rise to a number of minor 

incidents developed in the novel, without which the book would be 
the poorer= Among these are Eugene’s very human reactions to an 
incident occurring on the train bearing him north to Harvard, On the 
smoker ear Eugene begins talking with a group of business men from 
Altamont who in the course of their conversation inquire about old 
Gant, They are aware that he is in Baltimore for treatment, Eugene 
admits that Gant is sick, but he is ashamed to tell them that his 
father is dying of cancer. Instead he tells them it is kidney trouble 
for which he is being treated. For some unknown:reason Eugene feels 
that kidney trouble has a certain respectability about it which cancer 
does not. Upon being asked if he intends to stop off in Baltimore to 
see his father, Eugene answers that he does; but while answering he 
thinks of how he hates to spend time with his sick father. He even 
feels a hatred for Gant personally and the relationship that necessi
tates his concern. Later, two young men his own age enter the ear, 
and he goes with them. They are drinking and soon Eugene is drunk. 
Then, in what appears to be a reaction of remorse for his mental 
desertion of his father, he bitterly attacks one of the young men—  

lobert Weaver; ”, , , my father was the best damned stonecutter that 
ever lived— he's dying of cancer and all the doctors in the world can't 
kill M m — he's a better man than any little ex-police court magistrate
who calls himself a judge will ever be— and that goes for you too—

,,64 you— M

64lbid., p, 74.
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Also this waiting for Gant to die produces some rather strange 

concepts of time that give the novel another dimension, a dimension in 
space in which time is abolished*®^ Eugene on the train, sees his 
father already united with Ben in death long before Gant dieso This 
vision takes place in the ^moment of foreverin which two horsemen, 
Death and Pity, are riding* '

Who are they? Oh, we know them with our life and they 
will ride across the land, the moon-haunted passage of our 
lives forever* Their names are Death and Pity, and we know 
their faces: our brother and our father ride ever beside us 
in the dream-enchanted spell and vista of the night| thg^ 
hooves keep level time beside the rhythms of the train*

It is significant that the two faces Eugene should behold in this time
less state are his dead brother and his dying father, and that the 
names he gives them are Pity and Death, immortal concepts according to 
Wolfe* Ben and Gant having been placed in the time phase of mountains, 
rivers, and the earth belong to eternity which they attained through 
death and love* Whenever Wolfe deals with this immutable time the 
concept of death is close by*

Concerning the time element in Of Time and the liver * Wolfe 
said in The Story of a Novel that "There were three time elements in
herent in the material* . The first .and,.mast obvious was an element of 
actual present time, an element which carried the narrative forward, 
which represented characters and events as living in the present and 
moving forward into an immediate future* The second time element was 
of past time, one which represented these same characters as acting and 
as being acted upon by all the accumulated impact of man's experience 
up to that moment* In addition to these two time elements, there was 
a third which I conceived as being time immutable, the time of rivers, 
mountains, oceans, and the earth; a kind of eternal and unchanging 
universe of time against which would be projected .the'transience of 
man's life, and bitter briefness of his day*— The Story of a Novel, 
pp* 51-52*

6o0f Time and the River, p* 75*



In another flash of illumination when present time becomes
future time$ Wolfe, in a stream of consciousness pattern, interposes
the following questions in a catalogue he is making of what America is:
%Where is my father sleeping on the land? Buried? Bead these seven
years? Forgotten, rotten in the ground? Held by his own great stone?
Ho, no I Will X say, ’Father9 when I come to him? And will he call me,
’Son9? Oh no, he*11 never see my face: we’ll never speak except to 

67say-"” This statement, interposed as it is and ending abruptly,
nevertheless reveals some of Wolfe’s ideas about various concepts
evolving out of death« It forecasts Wolfe’s search for a father figure®
It also acknowledges the communication barrier which if overcome would
open the door, ending spiritual isolation and the journey; and it
suggests a kind of immortality through the memory®

As the story moves closer to Gant’s death, the reader encounters
more and more references to Gant and what he has been in the past® The
one image that most easily evokes what Gant was, is, and shall be, seems
to be his hands® By drawing attention to Gant’s hands, Wolfe contrasts
death and life, even immortality® H® ® ® those great, still-living
hands of power and strength hung incredibly, horribly, from the spectral

68form of death to which they were attached®” His hands more than any
thing else can cause flashes of insight for Eugene when things are truly 
seen as they are, through the mists of human illusion® Both Eugene and
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Helen see in Gant's undying hands, before and after M s  death, the
essence of M s  character that will not die*

And just as poet, prophet, priest, and conqueror might 
each retain in death some living and fitting image of his 
whole life's truth, so would the strength, the skill, all 
of the hope, hunger, fury and unrest that had lashed and 
driven on through the gaunt figure of a stonecutter be 
marvelous preserved in the granite power and symmetry of 
those undying hands©®®

■! - 70The final minutes of Gant's life create an unforgettable scene
filled with intimations of immortality similar to— perhaps even
stronger than— those present at Ben's death. This concept of death
being a release into some form of eternity is a prevalent idea in Of
Time and the River and important to the shape of the book because of
its reiteration in the lives of different characters. On the night of
his death, Gant falls asleep and dreams© In his dream he is young again

69Ibid», p, 272,
70Very likely this scene would not have seen print if Maxwell 

Perkins, Wolfe's friend and editor, had had his way. While Perkins 
was helping Wolfe give the huge pile of manuscript some kind of 
continuous, related shape, he suggested that news of Gant's death be 
told to Eugene inasmuch as Eugene was not present at the time© Wolfe 
agreed with Perkins, but the next night he brought in a great deal more 
writing on Gant's death. He continued to do so for a number of nights, 
and finally Perkins came to the realization that "© © © it was too good 
to let go© I said so. It was wrong, but it was right, and Tom went on, 
and the death of Gant is one of the finest things he ever wrote© Thank 
God I had sense enough to see it that early, even though it seemed to 
me to violate the principle of form©"— The Enigma, p, 60©

Wolfe himself thought that Gant's death was one of his better 
scenes. He even rated it above Ben's death in hook Homeward, Angel©
In a letter to Norman H„ Person he gave the reasons for feeling that 
Gant's death was the superiors "I would suggest to you, therefore, 
that although the death of Gant may lack a quality of intensity and 
tragedy which the death of Ben has, the death of Gant covers a wider 
and more varied sweep of life and character. Its implications, I 
believe, are greater©"— Nowell, Letters, p© 867©
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and in the country of his boyhood, is an omniscient observer he sees 
himself walking down the road that leads to Spangler's Bun." He has a 
vague, uneasy,*impatient feeling that something is amiss, an anticipation 
that someone or something is waiting for him down the road. As he 
approaches the woods, he sees a child waiting for him near the path. 
Together they walk through the woods until they come to a fork in the 
pathway. Here, Gant asks the child which foot path to take, but the 
child does not answer. After some deliberation Gant chooses one and 
continues walking. Later, he ominously senses that he chose the wrong 
path.

Upon awaking Gant asks Eliza, who is sitting beside his bed, if 
she has seen a child; and then he asks her if Bacchus Pentland is there. 
Eliza, aware that no one has been in the” room, assures Gant that he has 
been dreaming, but the reality of the moment is difficult for Gant to 
shrug off. At this point Gant tells Eliza he is sorry for all the pain 
and misery he has caused her. She is caught off guard and the shell 
which she has built to protect herself from Gant's many and crude 
rhetorical attacks upon her and her family crumbles. She cries for the 
first time in their marriage. The moment is tragic, filled with the 
most dismal tale, the waste of human lives and efforts. Eliza, true to 
character, hopefully, speaks of future days in which they can profit by 
their mistakes; Gant agrees with her knowing it will never be, for 
shortly he is to die.

When the end is only seconds away, the child Gant met earlier 
in his dream appears to him in a vision., At the same time he hears
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footsteps and someone calling, A part of the scene fellows;

o • • he Gant called to it with faith and joy to give him 
rescue, strength, and life, and it answered him and told him 
that all the error, old age, pain and grief of life was 
nothing but an evil dream; that his youth would be restored 
to him and that he would never die, and that he would find 
again the path he had not taken long ago in a dark wood.

And the child still smiled at him from the dark door; the 
great steps, soft and powerful, came ever closer, and as the 
instant iminent approach of that last meeting came intoler
ably near, he cried out through a lake of jetting blood,
"Here Father, hereiM and heard a strong voice answer him, "MySonI"71

Helen’s part of the story is almost wholly taken up with Gant's 
dying and death. She has relatively little life other than this, and 
when she appears it is in connection with Gant,. It has always fallen 
upon her to care for Gant from the time she was a little girl, and even 
as a child there has been a spiritual bond between them. Old Gant has 
loved this daughter and she in turn has given her affections to him. 
Although she is married at the time represented in Of lime and the 
River, she still spends a great deal of her effort caring for her 
father, replacing Eliza who is so involved in her boarding house she 
has time for nothing else. The fact that Eliza optimistically refuses, 
as in the earlier book, to view Gant as a very ill and dying man is a 
cause of constant irritation to Helen; and she often calls Eliza to 
task for this seeming indifference towards her husband.

When the disease in Gant becomes so marked that Helen knows it 
is only a matter of days, she grows extremely nervous, even neurotic.
She cannot sleep at nights because of worry; and when, due to exhaustion,

^Of Time and the River, p. 268.
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she dees sleep, she dreams that Sant is dying and she is needed 
instantly and desperately. This recurring dream is so real that her 
husband finds it difficult to convince her that it is only a dream.
She corners Doctor McGuire, Gant * s doctor, and badgers him unmercifully 
about how many days Gant has left. When he cannot answer her questions, 
she demands that he do something to cure Gant. On being assured again 
Gant is beyond help, she states that she will die too..

Further facets of Helen's character are revealed during this 
trying time. The inescapable fact that Gant is soon to die constantly 
returns her thoughts to life and death, and she wonders what the purpose 
of birth and death is in a world where there are no answers. She 
finally resolves her own questions and does so by concluding that man 
is forced by a mysterious, malevolent power to destroy himself in a 
world that has no reason for being.

At the time Gant dies, Helen is napping, her first sleep in two 
days. Eliza's sharp scream brings her running to the room after the 
other members of the family have already gathered. She pays no atten
tion to them, but' goes directly to the bed and throws herself across 
the lifeless Gant. Then she begins to rave like a demented soul,

"Oh Papa, Papa. . . Why didn’t they tell me?. . . Why didn’t 
they let me know? Oh, Papa, Papa, Papal. . . dead, dead, dead,.
. . and they didn’t tell me. , . they didn’t let me know. . . 
they let you die. . . and I wasn’t hereI”— and she wept harshly, 
horribly, bitterly, rocking back and forth like a mad woman, 
with a dead man in her arms.^^

After Gant is gone, Helen does not know what to do with herself. 
She is afloat without the old man to whom she has attached her affections

Ibid., p. 269.
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and her woman’s compulsion to be needed, which in a sense has been 
denied her because of a barren marriage. Tortured and unhappy she 
lashes out at the world, praising and attacking in the same breath.

Mo sooner has this prolonged movement of Gant’s dying ended than 
Eugene introduces a related movement of lamenting his lost father. 
Expanded, the idea develops into a theme of a search for a father, ’’lis 
father was dead, and now it seemed to him that he had never found him. 
His father was dead, and yet he sought him everywhere, and could not 
believe that he was dead, and was sure that he would find him."^ The 
urgency of this search becomes apparent when in October, a setting in 
time very often associated with death and a•month of returning, Eugene 
cries out for his father to return. The reason he gives is, "For we 
are ruined, lost, and broken if you do not come, and our lives, like 
rotten chips are whirled about us onward in darkness to the sea."^^
The time of his lament, October, becomes more significant when the fact 
that Ben died in this month is brought to mind. It is the one time in 
the year that Eugene is most likely to feel a recurring need for his 
dead brother as well as his father. It is also the month of harvest, 
and the time in which nature changes or dies. According to Wolfe, 
during October people are prone to lie in bed and think of the men who 
have died long ago. It is the month in which the leaves fall, symbolic 
of death, and are scattered by the wind. It is also the month in which

'7'ZIbid., p. 327.
74Ibid., .p. 333.



one can observe the death of joy and hope and the rise of hate, venom 
and fear»

In The Story of a Novel Wolfe stated that the central legend
that he wished Of Time and the River to express was this:

c o o  the deepest search in life, it seemed to me, the &hing 
that in one way or another was central to all living was 
man’s search to find a father, not merely the father of his 
flesh, not merely the lost father of his youth, but the 
image of a strength and wisdom external to his need and 
superior to his hunger, to which the belief and power of 
his own life could be unitedo^®

Accordingly, the importance of the search for the lost father of his
youth as well as the father of authority becomes apparent to the
structure of Of Time and the Rivero The former having died makes this
part of the search one related closely to death, while the latter could
possibly be interpreted as a search for a Christian kind of God,
implying immortality, also obviously connected to death. Regardless
of the plausibility of the reasoning, it should be sufficient to know
that whenever Wolfe deals with his search for a father, mortality,
either directly or indirectly, dominates the scene. Therefore this
relationship of death to the professed theme of the book is observable
in many instances, instances frequently comparable to those mentioned
aboveo

Akin to this search for a lost father is the continuing search 
for and remembrance of the dead brother Ben, This appears the stronger 
image, an image to bind the two books, Look Homeward, Angel and Of Time
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and the River, togethero Again and again Eugene recalls the lost Ben,
On the previously mentioned train journey, the subject of Ben is
brought up, and instantly a scene of past time floods the pages, “And
for a moment present time fades out and the boy sits there staring
blindly out at the dark earth that strokes forever past the train, » ,
And suddenly Ben is standing there before his vision, smoking, and

7 5scowls down through the window of the office at the boy," The scene 
relived in memory by Eugene is concerned with his twelfth birthday and 
a watch, a gift from Ben, As the vivid picture fades the function of 
the watch directs Eugene’s thoughts to the strangeness of time, life, 
and death; and again Wolfe’s concern with time as a measure of mortality 
becomes apparent»

Often Eugene becomes fearful that he in some way will forget his 
dead brother or some other deceased relative, This is one of the fears 
he entertains about the city: Possibly it will make him forget too soon. 
Evidently it does make him forget much of the time, yet when he least 
expects it, the memory of Ben returns as a two edged knife, poignant and 
accompanied by the intolerable sense of loss and pain. Early in the 
book Wolfe includes an entire chapter devoted to a few incidents 
remembered from the dead Ben’s life. At the beginning of this section,' 
Eugene wonders if it is possible to forget his dead brother before he 
is completely decomposed in the grave. In Eugene’s case, as well as in 
Wolfe's own life, the answer is no. The scene shown is that of Ben

7 5 Of Time and the River, p. 50



operating a manual scoreboard placed in the windows of The Courier
office upon which he records the telephoned score of the World Series»
Ben is endowed with a superiority which is apparent to all who see him.
At the end of the game when the crowd gathered at the window breaks up,
Eugene sees Ben with the Mred light of waning day" spotting the disgust
and agony— emotions Ben often felt— on his face and his destiny etched
in his scowl. In this situation Wolfe uses a strange mixture of memory
and time to indicate Ben's mortality. Undoubtedly aware that the entire
vision is the response of memory, Eugene still peculiarly sees Ben's
death as an event transpiring in the future.

And in that instant as the boy looks at his brother, a knife 
is driven through his entrails suddenly, for with an instant 
final certitude, past reason, proof, or any visual evidence, 
he sees the end and answer of his brother's life. Already 
death rests there on his proud head like a coronal. The boy
knows in that one instant Ben will die.

One might wonder if Ben dying in future time is a symbolic answer to
Eugene's earlier question about remembering a dead brother, indicating
that the memory of Ben will die too. But continued use of Ben's image
disproves this interpretation.

Ben's influence is further seen after Eugene returns home from 
Harvard. At might he lies awake in Dixieland— a setting that always 
sets Eugene to reminiscing— listening to the wind. It invites him, in 
a whisper, to come to his brother's grave where he shall hear and see
his brother again, along with all the young men who died in October.



He is informed by the wind that these dead young men will speak, Mto 
you their messages of flight, of triumph and the all-exultant darkness, 
telling you that all will be again as it was once«,*'

Wolfe was aware of the human trait that psychology calls the 
"death wish," and was endowed with much of it himself® This aware
ness is clearly shown in his books as well as in his personal letters® 
This human trait is most marked in lobert Weaver, an Altamont friend 
mentioned earlier, who re-enters Eugeners life while he is teaching in 
New York® For a considerable time Robert's story is intermingled with 
Eugene's struggles® Robert is in love with Martha Upshaw whose husband, 
although extremely ill, lives according to Bobert only to spite and 
thwart his efforts at marrying Martha® Bobert who has never taken life 
too seriously becomes desperate over the state of his love affair, and 
finally reaches the point where he no longer cares greatly whether he 
lives or dies® In fact, he grows amorous of death, and in an apparent 
subconscious attempt to show how relatively little life means to him is 
involved in a serious but unnecessary automobile accident® About Bobert, 
Wolfe said,

It was obvious, however, that this final catastrophe had 
hardened his spirit in a resolute desperations the suicidal 
fatalism— that hunger for death which all men have in them 
and which is perhaps as strong a driving-force in man as the 
hunger for life— and which had been strongly marked in Robert,^ 
only when he was drunk— had now become the habit of his soul®
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The climax to Robert’s story is Upshaw1s death. Again as in many 
other episodes related by Wolfe the central significance or climax is 
death0

Another theme or movement of death that— although mentioned in 
Look Homeward 0 Angel— really, develops in Of Time and the River and 
continues to expand and develop in Wolfe’s later books is the noxious 
state of death-in-life» ©ne facet of this condition and one from which 
a general idea of what the other kinds of Wolfe’s death-in-life entail 
can be found in Doctor McGuire‘s reactions to Helen’s statement that 
she will die if Gant dies. Also inherent in this statement is Wolfe’s 
own attitude toward this state® It accurately reflects his fear and 
hatred of all forms of death-in-life. McGuire tells Helen,

’’For God's sake, don't let that happen to you. I have
seen it happen to so many people— some of them fine people
like yourself, full of energy, imagination, intelligence, 
ability— all thrown away, frittered away like that,” he flung 
fat fingers in the air— "because they did not have the guts 
to use what God had given them-— to make a new life for them
selves— to stand on their own feet and not to lean on an
other's shoulder! . . .Don’t die the death $" he rasped 
coarsely, staring at her with his brutal face. "Don't die 
the rotten, lousy, dirty death-in-life— -the only death 
that's really horrible I For God's sake, don't betray life 
and yourself and the people who love you by dying that 
kind of death! I’ ve seen it happen to so many people— "

According to Eugene's point of view many people belong to this suffering
group, even classes and races. Often people belong to this deplorable
state because of their surroundings. "The million footed crowd" that
inhabits New York City is frequently castigated by Eugene because of this

80lbid., pp. 214-215.



blight he sees in it® f,He only knew that he would prowl again, again,
each night, the thronging passages of rat's alley where the dead men
were, the million faces, forms and shapes of ungraspable desire would 

81p a s s * o »** Even the commuters that live in the .beautiful country
along the lovely Hudson River partake of this death©. ^These were the
deadf the dull, lacklustre eyes of man who had been hurled, too far,

82too often, in the smashing projectiles of great trains, ® » o"
Thps the city and its suburbs are viewed as an alien environment that 
kills its citizens®

This death of spirit does not belong to lew York alone but can 
be found in almost any setting, rural or urban® Because of the fre
quency and the many people it is found in, it becomes a very influential 
force upon the shape of Wolfe's books® As soon as Eugene gets away 
from Altamont, he begins to encounter it® While at Cambridge he meets 
it in the Murphys, people he boards with for a time® Unlike the other 
Irish he has met, the Murphys have "grown hard and dead and ugly in the 
barren land®"^ He finds it in the people that gather at Miss Potter's 
dinners® He sees it in vision, induced or caused by his Uncle Bascoto 
Pentland, of old people sitting together who once knew life but are now 
dead® Even their memories are dead, and they are unable to communicate® 
Eugene finds various forms of death-in-life in his Jewish students, in
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the elderly that inhabit the same hotel he does, and always in the 
swarming people of the street«

A derivation of the death-in-life theme was the destruction of 
the artist by the living dead. This concept saw its beginning in Of 
Time and the River, and goes on to become an important symbol in The 
Web and the Rock* Eugene first encountered it at Miss Potter’s Friday 
afternoon dinners <, During the years at Harvard he became acquainted 
with Miss Potter and her misguided efforts to further the arts. It 
was her practice to invite promising students and other people who 
were interested and perhaps even slightly successful in some artistic 
field to the Friday affairs. Miss Potter had an uncanny ability to put 
people together who were bound to violently disagree so the dinners 
were never dull. Although Eugene attended a number of times, he was 
violently affected by the crowd that gathered, . = he found nothing 
in these cold and hateful faces but the light of desolation, the deadly 
and corrupt joy that took delight in its own death and breathed, without 
any of the agony and despair he felt, and poisonous ethers of its own 
dead w o r l d J u s t  the expression on their faces told him that they 
were dangerous for living men such as he, dooming them and him to 
failure, defeat, and despair.

This -idea of an outside force destroying the world’s darling, 
the artist, is an obsession with Wolfe. It is sprinkled throughout 
his books and letters. Its great appeal to Wolfe rests in his belief

84Ibid., p. 301



that there were actually people that were seeking to destroy him as an
artist. Always in his books there are a number of forces— various kinds
of people existing in the deadly atmosphere-— anxious to ruin the artist8
but the most vicious and malevolent is explained by Starwick— the only
friend his own age that Eugene had at Harvard®

"Have you never noticed that the really evil people that 
one meets™the people who are filled with hatred, fear, envy, 
rancour against life— who wish to destroy the artist and his 
work— are not figures of satanie darkness, who have been born 
with a malignant hatred against life, but rather people who 
have had the seed of life within themselves, and been destroyedby them?"85

Often the person Starwick is talking about turns out to be the critic. 
This explains Wolfe's personal attitude toward most critics, but it 
does not explain his hypersensitiveness to what the critics said®

Unknown to Eugene at this time, Starwick, who was able to see 
so clearly the destroyer of the higher man, has the seeds of a variety 
of death within himself. Eugene becomes aware of the homosexual tenden
cies in Starwick and Starwickes woman friend, Elinor,:when their paths 
cross in Europe. To Eugene this is an odious form of sterility and 
death-in-life. "He felt that Elinor was lacking in the attraction or 
desire of the sensual woman as Starwick seemed to be lacking in the lust 
of the sensual man, and there was therefore something in their relation 
that came from the dark, the murky swamp-fires of emotion, something 
poisonous, perverse and evil, and full of death.Starwick is also



aware of a major difference between himself and Eugene. He expresses
this difference by contrasting their two positions in life, one living,
the other existing in a form of deaths „ « not to have come, like
me, still born from your mother’s womb— never to know the dead heart and
the passionless passion—-the cold brain and the cold hopelessness of
hope—-to be wild, mad, furious, and tormented— -but to have belief, to 
live in anguish, but to live,—-and not to die»“87

Always Wolfe makes a clear distinction between the people who
exterminate themselves— the people at Miss Potter’s dinners—-and the
people destroyed by others, although both categories are referred to as
dead® For example the Goulsons, the English family Eugene stayed,with
for part of a winter, has been destroyed» Although he never learns
what has happened, their eyes reveal their condition. Furthermore it
becomes even more apparent by the raised eyebrows of the town’s people 
when they learn that Eugene is boarding with them. Yet, he liked the
Goulsons for they had lost their lives due to an excessive love of it,
a trait that Wolfe exhibits in his own life. He explained it thus!

Perhaps that was the reason that he liked them all so much, 
because with ruined people it is either love or hate: there 
is no middle way. The ruined people that we like are those 
who desperately have died, and lost their lives because they 
loved life dearly, and had that grandeur that makes such people 
spend prodigally the thing they love the best, and risk and 
lose their lives because life is so precious to them and die 
at length because the seeds of life are in them,®®

Wolfe, in Of Time and the River, as well as his other books, 
often made use of death in describing some particular quality of a



character® This might be in the form of a general passive detail, 
such as obvious features that might be easily detected, the physique 
or clothing® Or on the other hand, this description of character 
might be some specific detail carefully selected to reveal and illus
trate some particular phase of character» Examples of the former are 
seen constantly throughout Wolfe’s books® The most frequent use of 
death as a descriptive detail is seen in the constant reference to 
the condition of people’s eyes® This revealing condition of the eyes 
is used to indicate either a constant state of a certain person or 
one of a temporary duration® During the last part of Gant’s dying, 
his eyes unmask his physical condition® When Gant and Eliza attend 
Eugene’s graduation, Eugene sees a moment of desire in Gant’s ’’dead 
eyes®” Then, later, when Eugene visits Gant at the hospital, he sees 
him as a ’’great figure wasted to the bone, his skin yellow and trans
parent, his eyes old and dead, his chin hanging loose and petulant,
® ® During this same scene Gant ’’turned his dead eyes away
across the city®” When Eugene leaves the hospital, he pauses and 
looks back at his father who sits ’’among the other dying men, his long 
chin loose, mouth half open, his dead dull eye fixed vacantly across 
the sunhazed city of his youth, his great hand of power quietly 
dropped upon his cane®”

The use of ’’dead eyes” appears often as a descriptive trait of 
the old and weary® It is also used frequently to describe the man 
living in the state of death-in-life® It appears as one/ of the
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distinguishing characteristics of the English gnomes, a small and dirty 
people who always appear undernourished and tired® Sometimes it is 
representative of a deadness of spirit caused from too much observation 
and acquaintance with all forms of death and depravity, as is seen in 
Seth Flint, an ex-reporter and a member of Professor Hatcher® s dramatic 
classo

The above examples are illustrative of the use of "dead eyes" 
as a characteristic classification of a constant condition. But the 
use of "dead eyes" might also indicate a passing or temporary condi
tion. It becomes a sign of fear when Eugene faces his first classes as 
an instructor. Helen’s condition after Gant’s death is revealed by the 
use of eyes: "Then his sister turned to him, and looking at him with 
eyes which had grown dead and lustreless, and in a tone that was full
of the sombre and weary resignation that was now frequent when she

. •«90spoke."
Wolfe frequently describes character through the use of differ

ent details belonging to a dead person’s face, such as color and immo
bility. These features are seen in the description of Doctor McGuire’s 
face shortly before he surprises everyone by dying.

His coarse and bloated face was mottled by great black 
purplish patches, his yellow weary eyes already had a look 
of death in them; the knowledge of death rested with an un
utterable weariness in his burly form, was audible in the 
short thick labor of his breath. She saw instantly that he 
was going to die.®*

90Ibid., p. 400. 
91Ibid.. p. 216.
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Examples of selected detail exemplifying character can also 

be readily found in Wolfe11 s novels, but not as frequently as general 
passive detail. An incident of specific detail pertaining to death 
that illustrates one facet of character can be found in his descrip
tion of Eicholl, one of the boarders living at the Ceulsons, the family 
mentioned earlier with which Eugene stayed while in England. Nicholl 
was partially dead. Wolfe reveals the detail missing in Nicholl*s 
life as a vacancy of spirit:

No: the ruin that one felt in him was never of the flesh, 
but of the spirit. Something seemed to have been torn away 
from his life— it was not the nerve-centres of his arm, but 
of his soul, that had been destroyed. There was im the man 
some where a terrible dead vacancy and emptiness, and the 
spare, lean figure that he carried so well seemed only to 
surround this vacancy like a kind of shell.

Always Wolfe’s protagonists are influenced by a web built by 
their dead ancestors. Eugene finds comfort from his homesickness while 
in the city by thoughts of his dead ancestry who have conquered a wild
erness. As Eugene thinks about them* he wonders if the same spirit 
that made them conquerors of the unknown has disappeared. Often he 
thinks that this spirit persists, and yet fills the air around him 
influencing man's life. Even more important he sees this heritage as 
a definite advantage to him, a gift of conquering spirit. Eugene, re
turning to the city on the train, feels their influence;

So had their hundred voices welled up from the earth and 
called to him, their son and brother, above the pounding of 
the mighty wheels that roared above them. And the memory of 
their words, their triumphant tongue of deathless silence,

Q9Ibid., p. 624.
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and the full weight of the inheritance they had given him, 
he brought back again out of the earth into the swarming 
canyons and the mission tongues ofQthe unceasing, the 
fabulous, the million footed city*

The imminence of death is a persistent theme threading its way 
through Of Time and the livero It might be shown by a death, or 
stories of violent deaths such as told by Eugene’s student, Abraham 
Jones, who was familiar with neighborhood gang wars in which partici
pants had had their brains smashed out on the pavement® It might be 
expressed in a feeling that some of the unnamed characters haves "They 
knew that they would die and that the earth would last forever® And 
with that feeling of joy, wonder, and sorrow in their hearts, they
knew that another day had gone, another day had come, and they knew

94how brief and lonely are man’s days." Or it might appear in am
innocent remark, for example, Wolfe, in describing a look the English
have, said, . .and sometimes it was like Mr. Bailey the policeman,
whom the negro killed one winter’s night when snow was on the ground

95and all the bells began to ring.” Undoubtedly this is a reference 
to am incident which is much more fully developed in The Web and the 
Hock. Again, it might be seen in a statement outside the framework 
of the story, such as a cataloguing of America.

It is the place of violence and sudden death; of the fast 
shots in the night, the club of the Irish cop, and the smell 
of brains and blood upon the pavement; it is the place of 
the small-town killings, and the men who shoot the lovers of

95Ibid.. p. 415.
94Ibid.„ p. 77.
95Ibid.. p. 607.
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their wives; it is the place where the negroes slash with
razors and the hillmen kill in the mountain meadows; it is
the place of ugly drunks and the snarling voices and of the 
foul-mouthed men who want to fight; it is the place of the 
loud word and the foolish hoast and violent threat; it is 
also the place of the deadly little men with white faces 
and the eyes of reptiles who kill quickly and casually^n 
the dark; it is the lawless land that feeds on murder®

As in Look Homeward, Angel this current of recurring deaths creates a
sense of reality and gives the novel a background of realism it other
wise would not have®

96Ibid®, p. 157®
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=*=©3r 1b other words* Thomas Wolfe© la a seas® it was regrettable 
that Wolf© fowaid it B®e©ssary==>lB aasirer to the crities0 charges 
that h© could mot write am objective Bovel==t® make a mew begia^ 
miago It required that he provide a plauasaMe baokgromd for a 
mew protagoaisto George Webber* which la reality meamt ©overiag 
grouad that he had already covered * usiag imeideals aad episodes 
from his remarkable memory that he possibly had rejected whea 
eoasideriag material for his earlier novels© On the other haad 
it allowed Wolfe to bring ia some very interestlag incidents aad 
stories that add to the effectiveness of his total work©

la the same Author"s Mot® Wolfe stated that The Web aad 
the Rook was about a sensitive young man's "discovery of life aad 
the world o’9 Wolfe felt that the recounted experiences of the 
young man Georg® had universal application* aad that George might 
fee considered as a modern day Everyman © The earlier books * hook 
Homeward* Angel aad Of Tim© aad the River* had very similar



tMem©So Beeaese of this similarity in purpose and characters8 
mamy of the themes» images, symbols8 and ineidents of death show 
a striking parallelism® But there ar© sufficient differences to 
make a study of The-Web and the Rock interesting and enlightening®

At the first appraisal the structure of The Web and the 
Rock appears to be less influenced by death than any of the other 
novels® Yets various forms of and references t® death are found 
in.profusion® The greatest concentration of death in stories and 
incidents in the novel are physically segregated in Book II» "The 
Hound of Darkness®M This book, composed of five chapters, deals 
with a number of violent deaths® The apparent reason for the 
book was to establish a childhood background for the protagonist, 
but it is significant that so many of the related incidents end 
in death® In this background Wolfe"s us® of violent ends indi= 
cates an awareness of the universal attraction blood and violence 
has for man, as well as an acute understanding of a child"s mind 
and reason o' Here, Wolfe significant ly succeeded by providing the 
reader with am absorbing tale and yet remained true to his 
characters®

In the chapter entitled "The Street of the Bay," Wolf© 
established a history for the street on which George and his 
Joyner relatives live® Notably one of the characteristics of the 
street was death® Perhaps the most tragic deaths occurring on 
the street and witnessed by Georg® were the accidental deaths of 
the two Andrew boys at the foot of the hill.below his uncle



@9
Mark0® hmastso As G@©rg@ remember®# ita Albert am# Jetomj were 
ridimg their ©easier wagem Sewm the Milo As they sped passed 
Geerg© they waved suad yelled, ©mly to be ermshed mmder the wheel® 
of a ear drivem by Maals Bass seeomds latero Albert was dragged 
nmtil the ear was bromght to a stop® Hi® faee @md body had beem 
twaed to a bloody rago Johmy, who had omly two blae marks @m 
his forehead3 died first© Albert lived lemg emomgh to be takem 
to the hospital* This momemt amd the few momemt® that followed 
filled with the reaetiom® of the bey® 0 parents were forever 
bwsaed into Georg®0s memory* This bloody ooraer was to provide 
the boy George with am interns® awareness of the imesoapable 
immimemoe of death*

=>=»thi® finally w$i& the memory that was to fin that
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separatism, as a Seat ho Ms© lm the primeval em@tl@m@ ®f 
this family he show® a streak ©f barbarity that most ©Ivlllsed 
mem haw learmeS t® eoatr©! ®r at least hides As has foeem palmted 
©mt earlier9 Wolfe regarded amy emd ©r termlmatlem ®f almost ®@y 
essperiemee as a death ©vem if it were ©mly a temporary separatiom 
©f a ®@m fr@® his paremts ®r the separatiem ©f a mative sem from 
am imdiffereat towmo The Imtemsity ®r degree that this death is 
felt ©item seems t© to® determlmed by the lemgth ©f the separatism 
©r the fimality ©f the ©xp®ri©me©o Sometimes the ©amsatiw fore® 
figmres lm the effect ©f the deatho lm the story related lm "The 
Bmteher" a father9 Mr0 Mapleyg whose mmflimehimg eyes glare at 
the world with a "formidable amd deadly game 9" gives M e  s@m a 
@h©i@e ©f a volmatary essile @r deatho The boy kmowlmg his father 
amd realisimg that he made mo idle threats ©hose exileo George 
lm passimg the femteher shop womld ©item have mmexplalmatol®9 m@s= 
talgi© memories althomgh he amd th© bey were mot ©lose friendso 
T© Georg® amd to the town of Mbya Hill the to@y was deado

Urso himpleyg the mother of this extraordinary family9 

exhibited a perverted temdemey t© emj®y extreme ©rmeity=>=that 
might even emd im death=«=as a matter for joking amd lamghimgo 
She often told stories ©boat her father9 also a tomtehero 0m@® 
he had emt a tromblesome ©at lm two with a meat ©leavero At 
another time he had reaehe# over the ©ommter with a meat knife 
amd ©mt a ba©k=>talkimg Megr® 0s st©»a©h open9 The Megr® had stood 
there lm smrprise with his gmts rolling ©mt im his hands© Mrs®



death is fmmd the ehaptear headed ‘"The Child fej T£g@s>to«=-=CThi©h 
is am agprepriate title imasmmeh as it jim%tap#ses twe veg-g- ©@m== 
tiradietery ©hazraeteristies ef mma.o Jmst as the title implies the 
©hapter deals Tsrith the pelaritj ©f aamo ®ii© dmality @f aatw© 
heeames apparemt £m the ©@jad®et ©f a Negr®, ®£©k Fwsserg. nh@ 
goes hemes# amd kill© eight ©s' mime people.o Pmossem is a irela= 
tixr® ®®ct©©h@5t t® Lihya Hill? mevezrthe 1 ess he is a g®®d mam ahomt 
Sheppemt®m0m horns® amd yard, dependable amd qmieto The only 
qmestiomabl® ©haraot©mist£©s JPmossem has am© his great dewt£®m 
to his Bible9 the met® ©£ famatieism im his voi@® srhem he narms 
the boys that they mmst low ®a©h other 9 amd the stealth with 
nhi©h he walks o Shortly before Christmas» Prosser goes ®m a 
rampage of killimgso After shooting the town ®p 9 he esoapes t® 
the fields amd hills where he smooessfmlly elmdes the posse for a 
day amd a halfo 11/hem the posse finally for©® him into a last= 
ditoh ©tamdg he kills two more m©m0 throws his rifle away, amd 
them rmas to the river where he does a smrprisimg things he takes
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ia tke sn©w9 a£ddll@ 6  witfe ballets o The mea disB©aat@«S9 
twaed him ewea ©a his feaek® amd all the mea ©am© - ia' aad 
riddled h£m0 .They teoh his lifeless feedy® pat a jr@p@ 
ar@amd M s  aeek® aad- teag M m  t® a tr@®o Thea the mehg. 
©sshaasted all their ammmmitiea ©a the riddled ear©ass o

hater the fe®dy is takea ha©k t® tern® where it is haag ia the
window ©£ the m©rt®ary<>

At this peiat W@lfe examines hamaa metiveso He displays
the aadeniahle faseinatiea that vleleat death has for most mem
by the reaetiems @f his ©hara©ter@o E w n  the beys® George and
Kandy® who say they will mot l@©k at last g© and stare in horroro.
Shat they see evokes a permanent ©hang® npom fhemo Even'the
healing passage of time does mot entirely free them® “For they
wonld still remember the old dark doafet amd loathing of their
kind® of something hateftal and nnspeakahle in the sonls of mano“^
They wonld always remember this©

As ©©mid be expeoted ©n©h a trammati© experiemee did have
a lasting effeet on Georgeo Wolfe tells® does not ©how® the
reader that George rntmoh later womld remember Prosser and the
events leading mp to his death© He womld reeall Prosser0©
friendliness ® his mellow voioe® his instrnetions to the neigh«
borhood boys on how to hold a football or how to defend on®“s
self in boxingo Or he might reeall how Prosser wonld attend
©hnreh three times a week and in a vibrant® intense® hmsky v©£©@

9 SlMdo® p© 1 8 8 o  
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T© W@lf© 9 Biek ProsseF was @f @m©,of 6 $a© masgf
sides ®f mesio Im the f©U,©wimg limes he explains the smbivaleme® 
@f Presses'’ that exists ia the dark heart ®£ all ©£ mss

o o ole was might0 s ©Mid aad partaerv a t#kem @£ the 
woader aad the jajsterj0 the ©ther side ©£ mam's dark 
s@mlo M s  might time partner, guad M s  might time £@al9 a 
sjmfo@l ©£ these thiags that pass hy darkness and that 
still remain, ©£ semethimg still amd waiting im the 
Mght that ©ernes and passes and that will abide, a ŝ ®=> 
feel ©£ man's © M l  ianoeem©©® and the teken @£ M s  
mystery, a prejeetlem e£ his ©wm mnfathemed dmality, a 
friend, a brether, and morfcgl enemy, tw® worlds t®^ 
g©th©r^*=tig@r and a child*

A symtoel #£ death stressed in heok Hemeward, Angel retmrns 
t® premimem©® in The Web and the Eoekc. #n®e mere the qnalities 
related t© death that appeared in Wolfe's maternal relatives is 
seen in the Joyners* This aspect sets them apart from their 
fellow mem, makes them ©hosen vaseels ©£ divinity* Again, as in 
the earlier b@®k, a ©@n£li©t exists in the protagonist's feelings 
toward his maternal and paternal ancestors, althengh it is more 
marked in Georg© than in Etageae* Even the physical st met are® 
the Joyners live in are filled with an arara of death* This is



(Seejrg© is sattorated witfe their im@©<flb
It earn© t® him at might, im Winter fr@m a r©esa to@f®r© 

a dying fir© 9  in Sraeffler fr®» the poreh ©f his grand" 
father“s little hems® where Amnt Maw sat with ether 
rmstye aged ©renes ©f her own bleed and king with their 
mmeeasimg ©hreniele of death and deem and terror and 
lest people in the hills long9 long ago©

Amat Maw°@ world ©am© from seme lonely s®a=d@pthg 
some hag© abyss and maw of drowning time9 whi@h ©®a=> 
snmed all things it fed.apom ©x©ept itself""©onsnmed 
them, with horror9 death9.the sense of drowning in a: 
sea of blind Joyner tim©o o o oSh® fed on all the 
loneliness and death of the hag© 9 dark past with a 
kind of rwainant and Imrlmeible relish9 whioh said 
that all men mnst die saw only these trinmphamt ©®a= 
sors of man's destiny8 these never^dyingg all ©on^ . 
sawing Joyner witnesses of sorrow* who lived9 and 
lived forevero

Wolfe was lastingly affeeted by this heritage* with it® 
relationship to death© Long after his protagonists had left the 
immediate vieinity of this heritage* it was to affect their lives 
in nwaenons ways© An example is Georg© associating the smell of 
eamphor and rip® apples with death beeams® as a yonng bey his 
aaant Maw took him with her when she attended Fat© Joyner's dying* 
and these smells were prevalent theree Years later* dnring his 
love affair with Esther Jack* he compared their heritage* Hers 
was the heritage of the city* while M s  was

1)0 #Ibid* * pp* 8=-9o 
M 3 2 M d » 9 pp* 68=69*



o © ©the lamplight is a close and shattered lister room 
the smell off camphor and, off apples 9 . the fflare amd 
©ramble off the ash there is the grate, and the ash off 
time is Asst Maw8s voice 8 that death-=triumphant Joyner 
voice® drawling off death amd sorrow® © © ©and phantoms 

r kinsmen back is the hills a htandred •

with death in the discussion young George has with his uncle
Mark® a bitter man who felt that his ffather and George °s grand™
father® Fate Joyner® was a fraudulent egotist © George walked
over the mountains surrounding Libya Bill with Uncle Mark®
listening to his stories off the inhumanities that Fate Joyner was
capable off© Mark told off how Fate and Bahce Joyner let the dead
body off George °s great-grandfather lie for three days in extremely
hot weather® while they discussed the ancient embalming methods off
the Egyptians which they had rediscovered ® and which they were
going to use on the dead Bill© Mark saw this peculiar communion
with death and spirits as a Joyner destiny© Be often railed at
and ridiculed his family for their ways® yet even while sneering
at them he would® with some belief ® say

®™$his thing w® had in us could match its will against 
the universe © the rightness off its every act against 
the huge single voice and bitter judgment off the world® 
its moral judgments against God himself ©«==>Was it 
murder? Why then® the murder was not in ourselves® but 
in the very flesh and blood off those we murdered©

Wolff® points out more - evidences off the Joyner affinity

Because George disapproved off his Joyner relatives® he

ie4 lMd»v p© 534© 
a0 5 Ibid©© p© 167©
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left their way of life am# meat t® M s  father "s lam# . 9 the Worth© 
Herbert Jo Mailer see© am ©eSipm® ©©aapless workiag itself oat im 
the strmetw® ®f the aovelo He feels that Wolf® B i# determimimg 
that ©eorg®. woald lime mp with his father9s world am# his way of

the #eath'=im-=lif@ image o This reemrrimg symbol oreates a ©ertaim 
rhythm that im om® s@ase bimds ®m@ part of the morel t© ©mothers 
®r the morel to the others© It also ereates a pattera im the life 
®f George who sees forms of this im his smrrommdimg© as a yommg 
boy amd agaim later® more profmsely® as ® yommg mam© Georg® 
r®@©gmis®@ this disagreeable state im the "mommtaim grill16 (poor 
white trash) wh® has mowed to towm amd mow lives im the sluams 
rather tham im a lomely ©afeim ®m a steep amd rocky hill© As a 
bey Georg® fights with the ©@ms of these mommtaim people who live 
im Libya Mill© Mebraska Graae® a part Imdiam amd a v©l®s® friemd® 
saves G®®rg© from a probable feeatimg amd other hmaillati©ms© It 
is imterestimg t® mote that im relatiag this imeidemt Wolfe 
mtilises am iaspressiom- of death to deserib© am emotiom of sham® 
that appears so imtemse amd s® tragi© to ©sly the very yommg© Sid 
Pmrtel® Carl Hootom® Harry Hast® amd fiotor Mramsom after ©atehimg 
Georg© deeide to ©ssaaim® his masomlimity© While they, are holdimg 
him® George feels the shame ©f sm@h a hmmiliati©m is more tham he

10®Mmller® p© 116©
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©gm bear 8 ”°o o o®eS sudldaaiy la© dren im M s  S»r©at& 1m toliadg 
felask horaes* amd in ibitter ag©my0 &® km®w fch&fc h® mast <Si@ and 
ffi@v©3? dsraw M s  stamsf®! Meath in qaietmd© and p@a©eft @r have a 
B@m©nt °s h@pe of heag-tfiml ease again? o <, oM Althongh spared 
the beating and the aetnal hmmiiiatiemg George still sees these 
boys soaring an evil iritsaaph over all that is good and feearatifnl© 
®2t was a trimmph of death over life? of sneering mookery and 
ridiemle over gaiety9 warmthg and friendly ease? of wretehednessg 
pain» and misery over all the powerfnl amsi© of Joy? .<? o 
Rarely d© the living tri@%h over those subsisting in a d®ath=in== 
life eristenoe in Wolfe«

©ften Wolf© appears bigoted and mnoomoerned abont those 
less fort mate than he? eqmally often he tends to classify any 
person or group of persons that he does not understand as belong” 
ing to this condition of death=i®”lif®o M© where is this more 
apparent than in eomments abont the ignorance and poverty George 
sees in the slatternly pregnant womeno

In that ©asnalo filthys and incessant littering of 
these ever pregnant hags was evident not a love for 
life9 bmt a contempt and carelessness for it so vile 
and criminal that it spawned its brood of rickety, 
scabby9 mangy foredoomed brats as indifferently as a 
bitch might drop its litter, and with a mwderons n®n= 
chalanc© and bestial passivity that made man less than 
dnng and instantly destroyed every pronad illnsion of the 
priceless vain®, dignity0 and sanctity of his individual 
iifeo

The Web and the Rockn p<> S4o 
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reas©as why he turmed M s  feack them aad travel® t© the ©itjo
Assumimg that George0s life is parallel to.Wolfe's in. this in©i«= 
dent as in ©thers» it might partially essplaim Wolf® °s ©xees® ©f 
defamatory remarks about the "mountain grill o"

When George has moved to the ©ity9 he finds that the 
urban setting has its faoes of death also© Huge numbers of the 
eity dwellers are afflicted with this state of'death=lm=life ©
But for both Bngen® and George upon coming to the city for the 
first time 9 the thrill is beyond @sp@©t®ti©a0 and they endow the 
©ity and its spirit with immortality© It seems to them that 9 
"There is no place like it9 no place with an atom of its glory9 

pride and esmltanee© It lays its hand upon a man's bowels, he 
grows drunk with ecstasy5 he grows young and full of glory$ he 
feels that he can never di®©"^® After the newness and ®®sit®<= 
meat wears off 9 they begin to see d®ath=in<=lif® everywhere © To 
George all the people on the street belong to this class© The 
mere fact that they are there gives them this status© According 
to Wolfe these people lack the courage to live or to die© They 
cringe and they fawn, but they will not reach out and take what 
is rightfully theirs© Their satisfactions for being dead while 
alive differed© At on® time it is so they can look knowingly 
and scornfully at their fellow dead© to walk in the lights of the
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streest are the lights of death, amd t© jeer with their
©ruael tomgmeso Other times it is s@ they earn save their wretched 
lives ©sly t® lose theme

Agaim as im the earlier mowls, the great streets ®f the 
©ity amd especially Broadway become "rat0s alley" to George, amd 
he oftem refer® to them as smcho Oa rat "s alley the dead harry nap 
amd dowao Evea im Barope, whioh has its ©wm peewliar form of 
d@@th=im«=iife, George earn rememher the street amd the livimg^dead? 
jast the memory so tortwes him with repmlsiom, he writhes withiao 

A variamt of the image of death"im^life amd ©me whioh 
Wolfe fmlly developed im The Weh amd the Rook was the efforts of 
the liwimg dead to pmt to death the artist, mamely Georgeo This 
destrmotiom of the artist heeame a gigaatie amd imvolved plot amd 
imolraded mamy people o Towards the emd of George * s affair with 
Esther Jack, George hegam to feel that she had joimed.the plot to 
rmim him mtterly, amd this is the ©me thimg for *ioh he qsarelled 
most vioiomsly • with her<> Some of the people iaoltaded im the im=> 
sidioms plot to destroy the earth0 s stroag amd heamtifml .mam, the 
artist, were the wealthy Jews, the patroms of the arts, the people 
of the street, amyome who was mot totally sympathetic to ̂ George 
amd his desireso The desoriptiom below tells of his terrors

That sprimgo » @a madmess which was oompommded of 
mamy elememts took possessiom of him amd hegam to ess" 
ert completely its mastery of death® daamatiom, amd 
horror over the whole domaim of his body, mimd, amd 
spirito Be thoaght he was lost, amd he looked ©m life 
with the eye, mot of a dead mam, bmt of a mam who had 
died agaimst his will, who had torm bitterly oat of the
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glorious musie of the day, asad who® out of the shades of 
.deathB revisits ail the glory he has lost and feeds upon 
it with a-heart of fire9 a tongueless ory, a passion of 
soundless grief* and agony of regret and losso » o 0 ==* 
and in this picture of her world9 the only thing* he 
thought9 that gave joy to these dead* sterile* and hate^ 
ful lives in their conspiracy of death,was the eastern 
ation of the spirit of the living iaa®o

George feels that Esther0 s occupation is one that breeds
this condition of death®ia=life as is implied in the quoted
statement 0 More specifically he feels that the theatrical 'set®
ting in which Esther works is a vile* shoddy* death~like thing
that taints everything it toue&eso It bothers him that such a
beautiful and wonderful woman as Esther could belong to this
world in any way* Partially because of this* George resolves to
make a complete break with her* Because of the difficulty he
anticipates in making this adjustment9 he goes to Europe? but
even here he feels pursued and hounded0 lis chance* nevertheless *
he feels is greater here of shaking the shadow of doom and re®
covering from his illness*

Wolfe used the terms death®im®life and life=in=death
frequently and possibly interchangeably at times* But these
terms are poles apart * and unless the reader is careful to note
the difference his understanding is somewhat impaired* Death®
!m=llfe symbolically has a number of forms and a few of these
have been examined above* But The Web and the Bock also contains
examples of Wolfe's life®in®death concept* This idea ostensibly

iiaTbid** p* 539*
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appealed to Wolfe because he used it .aiaay times im eraudry ways® 
1m The Web ahd the Bock it emerged as a mystical interpretation 
®£ the common human destiny9 a form of immortality seen in such 
thing® as youth and love and beauty9 things that do not die even 
with the passing of their possessoro Frequently this condition 
is found in natures It is seem in the description of spring ■ 
occurring in George’s twenty=sixth-years

Mo other season has the power of evoking in the same 
degree as Spring the whole temporal unity of lifeS: the 
brief piercing, and instant picture of the entire human 
destiny, with its fabric of esmltant and wordless Joy 
and unutterable grief, of youth that can never die and 
that yet is dying with each flitting movement, of 
beauty that is deathless and that yet appears and vam= 
ishes with the viewless speed of light, pi love that is 
immortal and that dies with every breath we draw, of 
the eternity of corruptible things* of the .everlasting 
and ephemeral li£e~in=>d®ath» the undying passing at 
each moment into death, the absolute and immortal glory 
tainted with the marks of finite imperfection, the 
goat-cry of exultant Joy and ecstasy torn £^gm the 
heart of ageless grief and tragic destiny,

Again, as in the earlier books, there are recurring 
traces of immortality closely akin to Wordsworth’s concepto A 
pattern of this kind of immortality runs through all. of Wolfe’s 
worksi and though he may have felt a logical need to disavow a 
belief in the supernatural and preexistenee, his streak of 
mysticism took artistic precedence over his logico These inti
mations of a preexistence and a post-existence are outside of 
chronological time and belong to the third phase of time Wolfe 
outlined in The Story of a Hovel, explained earlier»

112IMdo» po 456o



t&e fl@aSno Wolfe remarks^ e9Bis maked spirit had stepped ©Bt ©f
its rmde resident© 0 amd this ©lotMBg ef snaked flesh and borne men

U Sstared baek at itom Here is pietmred the separatism ©f the
persom imt© itro parts^ ©me eemtaimimg the hEEam bedj whieh^ 
emstimg im tim©9 embodies the aeemmmlati©m ©f essperiemee § amd the 
ethero the essemee ©f the self9- a spiritual body whieh has beem 
buried behind the a©emmmlati©m of ê speriemee and time*

Wolfe9 a mam of emermoms appetites9 always desired t© 
kmew the entire gammt ©f all pleasmrable semsmal e^perieneeso He 
was mot satisfied to know ©me person or thing well amd by s© 
km©wimg know all persons ©r thingso Rather he wanted t© taste 
all food9 drink all wines amd know all women imtimatelyo This 
desire to gratify the senses appears9 @f eowseo in his pr©<= 
tagonistso @e#rge despised his body beoamse of its Inability to 
absorb all the e^periemoe he womld liked to h a w  knowno Again 
referring to the mirror amd the emsming o©mwrsation9 this qmest 
for qmamtitatiw e^periemoe had its start long ago.9 the two 
selves 9 mam and body agreeo



©ae©@ measiaess t® (5®®!rg@o 
Thxm dial®ga@ Bsetmem lb®dly aad mam @®mtim®@so Becly insists that 
the ©i@km@ss ®f the n®ra="=#@©ire f®r all esspemiemee^-^was met 
#evel®ped amd awtmred by hisao His task has heea to sems© lif® 9 

met me fleet mpem it ©m essemeis® amy .eemsemship ©m eemtrolo Beth 
foody amd mam agree that the best time was the time ®f ehildhoed, 
t5wh©m the azassioms worm was barely9 if at all» im ®videmee9 amd 
the mmiem ©f the physieal foody im essperieme® amd the essential 
Mam ®f spirit was most nearly p@rf©©t o8’̂ ®  Im other words9 the 
©hild9 mmelettered with emp©ri@toe© 9 is ©foie to take first things 
first9 amd tfo@ physieal mmivers© still registers almost totally 
mpom his awarenesso In this ©oaeept Wolfe is ©lose to Iferds” 
worth0 s ©hildo

A eomtimmed mood from the earlier novels is the ever-present 
immimenoe of deatho In most imoidemts Wolfe has msed his wsnal 
methods to ©onvey this sense of pending death9 font he also intro- 
dmoes a few new oneso In one of his soenes he pietares a ©afo man 
©arefnlly stmdyimg the ©ontent© of a tabloid newspaper wfoiefo h® 
reads while it lies on the sidewalk» One @f the things in the 
paper is a piotnre and ©©eompanyimg story of a mother whose ©hild



gisns M s  b©@k am. aw®rem<sss ©f death is through th® passimg ©f 
sffleasnaralbl© tlm®<, i1© W©l£®v time has isaamy £a©@s am# @sa@ ©£ its

If© are small gr©p©«= things eryimg for the light aad 
l o w  hy whi©h w@ might he sawdg and whi<$h like ias9 is 
dying im th© darkness a hand0© breadth ©ff from ms if 
w® ©ornld toeeh it0 W© are like blind sea smeks and 
sea«va!ws and eyeless ©rawls that grope along the 
forest of the sea's great floor9 and we die alone in 
th© darkness s, a seoond away from h@p© 0 moment from 
eesfasy and fmlfillment9 a little half an h o w  from 
low o1 1 6

In other word© 9 because man does not know the moment when his 
wandering© might end and his,hangers fee appeased9 he dies a 
pitifml wretoh so ©lose to salvation and yet so faro For this 
aeommmlated mortality of mam Wolfe has a deep pity9 a pity whieh 
heeams® of his hmmamity is partially if not wholly a pity for his 
own fate* Bwryom® of his oentral eharaoter© are, emhmed with 
this sense and express it nmmerahl® timeso

Contrastable with this mood of pity for man's mortality 
and yet something more than a mere contrast is Wolfe's ©omoept



88
eatal©gsiBg mam9 sees mam's greatmess im his desire i@ live re=
gardless of what extremely diffieialt eireumstamees he might fae®©
la speahiag of the aeeomplisfemeat im Wild!mg a s M p 8 Wolf® sees
the ship as mam's artiele of faith© The ship he@@mes

© © ©the uamshakem and magnificent resolution of little 
mam9 who is so great because.he is so small9 who is so 
strong because he is so weak, who is so brave because 
he is so fall of fear==-mame that little matehflar® im 
the darkness, mam, that little glittering eaadle^emd of 
dateless time who tries to give a purpose t® eternity, 
mam that wasting and d©f©ateti tissue who will use the 
last breath in his lungs, the final beating of his heart, 
to launch his rocket© against Sat arm, to flash his zaeam<= 
imgs at ammindfal stars © For mem are wise: they know 
■ that they are lost, they know that they are desolate and 
damned together? they look out upon the tumult of ua^ • 
ending water, and they know there is mo answer, and that 
the sea, the sea, .is its own end and answer

Clocks and other time apparatuses become to Wolf® machines
t® measure off life© In the Munich hospital Georg® hears a clock
strike the hour, and for him it means that man is one more hour
closer to his grave © Later, he hears a clock ticking "delicate
time, the little ticking moments of strange time that count us
into deatho"^®

The final statement in The Web and the Eock is "««yom
can't go home again," which puts the seal of death irrevocably on
the past© This is a progressive step in Wolfe's thinking, for up
to this point he was constantly trying to return to some phase of
the past© This statement so impressed Wolf® that for months h®

iiw 'Ibid©, p© 299©
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wrote it is, his letters and then finally gave it as a title t® 
his last complete novel»



¥o Imtflwae® @t Mertalitf ®b Tern Gam ° t G® Bern® Agaim

% ®  W®b amd the Ro<s3k ©md@ with G®@mg© Wsblbem ia the 
Mmmieh hospitalo Yom Gam°fe Go Eom@ Agaim takes mp G©©ag®°s storj 
after h© aetwms t® M®w IToak ame$ has aesameS aamy of the old 
habits of his former way ©f life© Bat evea while ©ajoyiag these 
thing®» for ©ssampl@9 Mrs© Ja©k°s ©ompaaiomship0 h® has a fr©@bl©<5 
©®as©i®B©@o H@ feels that perhaps this resamptiom ©f ©ssperiem©©® 
that h® formerly vowed were ended is im some way a self-betrayalo 
Later exp®riem©®s are t© prove that his earlier ©©mvietiosa® aad 
his hammtimg specter @t eomsciea©® is rights he ©aa’t rettmra t® 
the past regardless @f how idealist!© it might have feeemo

la Y®m 6 aa°t G© Berne Agaiac edited and assembled pest- 
hamoasly by Edward Co Aswell ©f Harper"sg varioas themes of death 
agaia plan am inflmemtial part ©a the lime ©f relationship by 
which experiea©® is patterned iat© meaning* Some are repetitions 
@f patterns developed and shown in earlier b@@k© while others are 
new and peenliar to this book* The reader enconaters one image 
@f death in the demise of five ©haraeters, who dying make am im
portant mark ©a the fe©@k and offer farther insight iat© Wolf®6® 
©eaeepts of life*

In a chapter which seems to relate ©mly to the nmifyiag 
theme of death and the plas® of death im art9 Wolf® introdmees

m



©lippera rather tham singes while he paees^ ICatamgts aad Qeerge 
ibe©oBe gegd Sriendso The little Japanese seems t# fee a hraasn 
dymam© tmrmimg emt a predigionas amemmt of irorko QStem Geerge 1m
retmrmimg t© his apartmemt witnesses the removal ef a pieee ©f . 
Katam©t©fte s©nalptwisngo ©Be day Geerge ©bserxres some wor&mem 
removimg a gigamti© statnae o ^That figmre was the smmit ©£ M s

tired amd worm ©mt g semethiBg he has ae^rer observed im the seelp^



8§
w®ie this imeideat d®TO®„ people were weaderiiag with g©®d reaseas 
if the same were mot tree ©f him® .

jteat Maw0® death hriags t© a elimass; the them® ©f the 
J©yaer pr©@@©iapati©a with d©ath9 amd with her Tbimrial it is hwied 9 

t© rarely he heard agaim isa the re@aimd®r ®£ the aovelo George® 
liviag is Bew York® is ©ailed home hy this eveat o Siae© he has 
©stramged himself from the Joymer world® the sh@@k that the mews 
first hriags s@©a passes o Op©a arrivimg im Lihya Mill he fiads 
all the Joyners gathered for the fwmeral o Atsmt Maw$s body is 
lyimg im state im the small room.where George s® often heard her 
talking of death© She had been laid ®mt fey the women of the 
family rather than sent to a martwary feeeamse of am obsession she 
had im life that a mam mast mot look apom her made body© The . 
three hot days between her death amd her barial had started the 
deoomapositiom® M© © ©and it seemed to George a grim feat fitting 
emdimg that the last memory he womld have of that little horns©®
whieh i® his childhood had bee® s© filled with stemoh of life=ia=

1L2@death» shoald mow be the stesoh of death itself©M
It is interesting to met® the facet of George0s person™ 

ality that is revealed at Ammt Maw's fmmeral© George does mot 
©suffer from grief over the loss of the woman who raised him® bmt 
from what the Baptist minister ©ays abomt his father's desertion 
of his wife® and the following events leading to George being



sireamiag frem him his Jaws ©len©h©d hartio his fa©e pBrple with
ISO,shame smd amger aad mams®ao60 The®® reaetioms reemphasise the

©eBtenti®® mad® earlier that Georg© deserted M s  materaal rela«= 
tiws mot oaly ph^sieally fomt meat ally»

With Ammt Maw’s death a ©yol® was eompleted6 aad George 
mo lomger had amy reasom- for reaiaimiag im Libya Hill© The ©me 
Joyiaer to whom h® had felt am ebligatiom- of gratitmd® was g@m®o 
Therefore, after a visit with friends he retarmed to the ©ity 
where he hoped fame amd fortrame waitedo

Wolfe esshihits a grewimg soeial eomseiemee im Yon Gaa’t 
G© Home Agaims amd again» as im mamy other ideas» Wolf® mse® 
death to emphasise his positiomo Im Book 11, % e  World that Jaek 
Bmllt, the deaths of two elevator mem, old Johm amd Herbert» are 
important im that the implioatiom® indioat® where Wolfe’s p®li=* 
tieal thiakimg has led himo At the ©omelmsiom of a party that 
Esther Jaok gives, a fire breaks omt somewhere im the tag® bmild® 
img that hoHse®, among other, the Jaoks’ apartmento Everyone 
gets ont of the taildimg safely exeept the two elevator men, John 
and Herberto They die beeause someone panicked- and turned off 
the electrical ©nrrent stopping the elevator ears in the shafts© 
Helplessly trapped, they are asphyxiated by the smoke that fills

1 2 1 Ibido, p= 97©



the shaft So Within a f ©w - honars the fir© is puat ©@t9 and the 
people begam t©-,retarn t© 'their apartments« The management wish™ 
ing not to eps@t the inhabitants of the boilding makes am effort 
to keep the news of the two deaths qua! © t o  So to the Jacks $ as - 
well as many others» the whole thing was an exciting little dramas 
planned and performed to bring excitement into their lives with 
• little significant consequenceb -

The importance of these two deaths is.found in what they 
apparently symbolically represent <= Old John is a traditionalists 
He thinks the time-hoBored caste system of money is the proper 
and correct way of lif©o He despises Henry® the doorman® because 
of hi© point of view.® which appears to be socialistic e it the 
same time Henry feels that old John is uninformed and tries to 
convince him that the. union is the only hope for the poor© Henry 
sees and expresses■anger over an inequality perpetuated by the 
wealthyo Herbert® the other elevator man® is a fence sitter5 he 
belongs to the union only because of a lack of original ideas but 
is- not at all concerned«, Old John and Henry cannot be around each 
other without conflicting verbally* In ©me scene Henry® complete™ 
ly exasperated with old John's ideas of status quo® tells John 
that some day he is going to be hit by a ear while worrying about 
the welfare of the wealthy tenants® . Henry hopes it will be a 
Rolls Royee owned by one of the tenants of the building so that 
old John can die happily® a blind victim of the institution he 
servesa John and Herbert die shortly after this encounter and a



02
©©rtaim ©ignifieamee is lent to their death ia that,the tradi» 
tienalist amd the animaginatire feme© sitter are g©a® while Hemrj 
with his ideas ©ff existing iajmstiee and inequality liveso Ap= 
parently Wolfe felt.a meed t© predict that the old ways must pass 
on, to be replaced by a more just amd socially equitable ordero 
Wolfe is mot eemtemt to use the idea omly omee but makes use of 
it izm several forms im a number of places im You Cam"t Go Home 
Againa finally attaining a ©lima©tic pinnacle in the last chapter, 
the "Credo ̂

To Wolfe death lent a majesty, beauty, and dignity to the 
live® of the Insignificant, nondescript man who knew none of . 
these qualities while living* In You-. Can't Go Borne Again he tells 
the story of C 0 Green in a chapter titled "The Bellow Men," The 
title, borrowed from Eliot, indicates the Condition of contempor
ary man* C* Green, who is first thought to be the usual hollow 
man, commits,suicide by jumping from the twelfth story of the 
Admiral Francis Brake Hotel, Because Wolfe felt' that most modern 
men lived in the deplorable state of death-in-life, he addresses 
the story to the historic Francis Brake, contrasting the past and 
its men of great spirit with the present and its nameless

11 g o Wolfe, writing in a time when it was■fashionable for 
a writer to be far left in politics, did not overtly express his 
political views in his books until You €an8t Go Home Again, 
partly because he had relatively little interest in politics 
until the last years of his life,, and partly because Maxwell 
Perkins— editor at Scribners— had encouraged him not to.



this same day la tfo© Baited Stateso He farther qualifies these 
deaths fey the fast that Greem was ©mly erne of three hwmdred aad

tisties ©f death feee@®e@ elear as Brake is laf©rmeds
o o ofetot 1® Ameriea a few thesssamd Go -Greens more ©r 
less% drowaed, mmrdered, killed fey meter ears, ©r dead 
fey Jtamping ©at ©f windeus ©a their heads^^well» it 
jmst means nothing t© ®s«=the ae%t flood or aesst week0 @ 
©r©p of death aad killings» wash^^ ©mto We d@ things 
oa a large seal© 8 Admiral Brals© o



He fills ms -.Coaaeeatrated Bl©ttes°s ©f the Umivers© with 
fear* with shame0 with aw©* with pity* aad with t©rr#r=^ 
fer w© s©@ ©mrselves im M®o If h© was a mam with blood 
!a him* them so are we* If he* im the midst ©f his 
alway@«driv©m life* ©©mid at last fe@ drivem t@ this 
fimal aad defiamt gestw® ®f refmsal to remaim a G@a= 
©emtrated Blotter* them wes^^©* might b® driwem t® a 
p©imt ©f eqmal d©sp@rati®mo J

Gre©® has transformed s©m@ ©f the ®©thingm@ss of mam's lif® imt®
a spot that ©omtaims th© passion* terror* aad dignity ©f death»
@©©ams© of what Greea has revealed* It is b© longer am absolmte
©ertaimty that mam is hollow as th© ©hapter title imdieateso
Perhaps there is a glory aad gramdemr that belongs to ©©rtaia
m©®* Admiral Drake is informed that there is q®ite possibly
somethimg ©Is© other than hollowmesso

Contrasted to th© above Idea that part of man's greatness
is fommd Im his death is.th® id©® that mam's greatness is to b©
fomd im his desperate hold on mortality* his refnsal to aoeept
deatho @f th© two ideas the latter seems to have more fore© aad
mor® validity im Wolfe's workso Im Yoq Cam't Go Horn® Again Wolf©*
repeating ideas that he ms©d im earlier books* says

For there is ©me belief* ©me faith* that is man's 
glory* his trimmph* his immortaliiy«=«=&ad that is his 
belief i® lif©* Mam loves lif®* and* loving life* hates 
death* and foeeems© of this he is great * he is gloriems* 
he is beamtifml* and his beamty is ©verlastimgo He 
lives below the senseless stars and writes his meanings 
im thesBo He lives im fear* im toil* im agony* aad im 
amending twmlt * bat if the blood foamed babbling from 
M s  wonmded Inags at every breath he drew* he wotald . 
still lev© life more dearly than am end of breathing*



By lags, his eyes fown beawt if tally 9 aad the ©Id hsageir1 

shiaes mere fiercely im th®m==>he has emdmred all the 
hard aad purposeless staffer lag* ©ad still he vraats t© 
liwo 4

l?©lfe eeatlBBes by poiating ©at aaaa is immortal la that both the 
g©@d aad evil ©f his life lives after hi®o Them he ©©nelades his 
statemeat by aslsimg what liviag man weald willingly ally himself 
with deatho Here la this fimal themght lies the reconciliation 
between the tw© apparently contradictory ideass living man knows 
greatness in his belief in life and hi© desire t@ live while man 
living a deathsim«life existence knows greatness by ending this 
noxious existenceo If this explanation is not sufficient9 then 
on© must remember that Wolf® felt a® Emerson did that "foolish 
consistency is the hobgoblin of little mindso"

la a letter George wrote to Foxhall Edwards $ his editor 
and friend, he explained an accidental death of a college elass=> 
mate with which he was closely ©onaectedo (This incident actually 
happened but not to Wolfeo.) He wrote that the reason for relating 
the tale was so that Foxhall would not misconstrue that event as 
the cause for the compulsory necessity George felt to terminate 
their friendship* , In the episode George and four other school 
friends took a boy named Bell out for some basing*- During the 
basing Bell,fell and cut his jugular vein on a broken bottle9 and 
then bled to death before the frightened boys® eyes* Even while

Ibid*n p© 45®©



dyimg Bell felt no rameer towards the beys Imvelved; he tried t® 
smile s© that they would kaewo Bell’s father also seemed to 
mderstaad that it was <mly a terrible aeeidemt <, for he said
m©thing t© the boys* As a resmlt ®f the death the boys were dis=> 
framehised and lost their eitisemship for a while8 but before

Sirmetmrally the meed of this imeidemt is not ©lear? amd
the ©mly reasom, therefore g that apparently ©am fee giwm for its 
imelmsiom is that it fits into the general rhythmical pattern of 
death that is so prevalent im Wolfe0 Im am effort to explain 
Wolfe0® reference to the Bell incidents Pamela Johnson thonght 
that perhaps the aoeidemtal mnrder in Tom €an°t Go Home Again was 
symbolic of Asheville0s raging at the publication of Wolfe0® 
first novelo The liberal acceptance of the boy® despite what
they had dome becomes the acceptance of the novel by Asheville
x , . 126 ten years latero

The real reason for the termination of George and Foxhall°@ 
friendship proves to be - am essential difference in basic attitndes 
and philosophieso One characteristic of this difference is an 
attitrade concerning death and lifeo Wolfe discusses this attitude 
in a description of Foxhall o Foxhall t8l® 9 therefore 8 mot afraid 
to die | does not cowt death» bmt Icmows death is a friend» Doe®



aot hate life, is rather passionately involved with lif© 9 yet doe®
mot hag it like a lov©r»<=it weald aot he term from r el a© t ant

1 STfingerso There is a© tag ©f mortality im Fo3s=>=%M Speeifieally 
this attitude towards death and all ©f Foschall °s belief for that 
matter is found la the fatalism of Eeelesiastes^^that man's life 
is essentially tragics ending.invariably in death and therefore 
must be accepted® Whereas George0s contrasting attitude is that 
men will and must conquer that which appears to he inevitable®
More particularly his attitude toward death is found in man's 
reluctance to die (the idea discussed above)® This difference of 
opinion demolishes the father image,George has made of Foxhall9 

forcing George to the mature realisation that a father director 
is not absolutely essential® Therefore, it puts to rest this 
search so closely connected with death began in Of Time and the 
River® *

In The Web and the Rock death to the artist=*»espeeially 
Ge@rge=.<=was an influential theme and was utilised frequently® In 
You Can't Go Home Again George has matured a good deal in many of 
his ideas® He no longer thinks of himself as a superior breed, 
something set apart and above the rest of humanity® Instead he 
has learned that he is the son and,brother of all men and beset by 
many of the same weaknesses -and ills® This theme of death to the 
artist dies in Wolfe's last novel® In answer to Randy

You Can't Go Home Again®.p® 466®



S$aeppert<m9s questIob ab©ut how he is going to overcome the £ail= 
ures made la his first book* George says* among other things* 
this* 19°Ho more false personal* no more false pride* ao more 
pettiness and injured feelingso In short to kill the wounded 
faun® om-^® The "wounded faun*" of course* represents the idea of 
the artist victimised.by society®

Wolfe very effectively uses the image of death to show
what becomes of Libya Hill* originally Asheville* when the real
©state boom collapses= Both the town and its people suffer a
great change comparable to death* but seeds of this thing are.
there even before the boom and become overtly apparent during the
years of speculatioBo George* on his way home to Aunt Maw's
funeral* hears Judge Bland*-who has.chosen darkness as a way of
life because something good within him refuses to die* refer t®
the people of Libya Hill as being dead® The blind Judge requests
that George sit down by him* and then he says* "Let the dead bury

ISIStheir dead® Come. sit among the blind®" In this instance 
Judge Bland is referring to a group of business men from Libya 
Hill who are on the same railroad ear®. Later that same day Judge 
Bland accuses Parson Flack and Jarvis Riggs of making a rather 
questionable land transaction which included the cemetery® At 
this point he again alludes, to the people of Libya Hill as being
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deedo MTfe©uigla wfej9 o o othe dead should have t© g@ s® far t®
b®2ry $&@lr dead I d® a®t drndg© Blaad them a©@m@®s the®®
htmsimess mem of pmetendimg P wit am vimtmoiasmes© while they have
plotted and betrayed their t@wa and its people to rmimo

After Amat Maw0s fmmeral George remained im Libya Mill
for several days visiting amd observing» It did not take t@®
many days mill he was able to see for himself this qmaliiy of
the people that Jndge Bland had referred t©o H® was negatively
impressed by their speenlative madness o To George these home
town people appear as

o o oalways talking of the better life that lay ahead 
of them and of the greater eity they womld bnild® beat 
to George it seemed that in all srnsh talk there was 
©widen©® ©f a strange and savage Iramger that drove them 
®n<, and that there was a desperate qnality in it * as 
th©ngh what they really hnngered for was rain and deaths 
It seemed to him that they were rained and that even
when they langhed and shonted and smote each ©ther^gn
the back, the knowledge of their rain was in themo.

Bnt even if Libya Mill had not been beset by a form of sp@enla==
tive madness9 it womld have had its provincial kind of death=in=
lifeo something that the spirit, of the living man had always
battled be cans© ef its dullness 9 prejudice 9 camtiong smtagnessg
sterility and lack of Joyo

Long after George had retwmed to the city9 this spec®"
lation sontinwed in Libya Mill9 bat finally the day came when it



all ®ad@So #m th&t day t&@ Gltia®a®. Bamk was ©l©s©S9 aad the 
same day Jmdg® Bland fowtd Mayer Kemaedy in a pwbli© latrine with, 
M s  bead blows, apart» a ease of saioid©» The bank failing started 
tfee eollapse of t&e whole system whieh had bee® bmilt #pe® the 
order of the bank-8® sonmdsaesso The finamoial straetsar© of the 
town was mot all that ©ollapsed, amd eertaimly mot the tragedy 
with the longest reaehimg ©ffests

It was the rmim of mem who foamd o@t % as soon as 
these symbols of their oatward snesess had bee® d@= 
stroyed 9 that they had mothing left==m© iamer e%aiva° 
lent from whieh they might mow draw mew strength* It 
was the rain of mem who % disoovering not only that 
their valaes were false feat that, they had never had 
.any safestanee whatsoever9 mow saw at last the @mpti= 
ness of their lives* Therefore they killed themselves5 

amd those who did not die by their own ham^ggdied fey 
the knowledge that they were already dead*

Within ten days forty people had committed saieid® and others did
so later till they totaled mp to am impressive sixiy-fow* It
was not always those most gnilty that took this means of escaping*' . •

The remaining town8® people termed tapom each other aeomsimg and 
denying and crying for vemgeanee0 It was a .complete break down 
of the capitalistic form of life* .This spectacle was to fee re«= 

i, peated in many towMand cities in the next few years as the 
depression hit*

Wolf® summed np the wholesale death of the mimed Libya 
Hill eltisens in the following words s



MML
3f©m thoBsaad mor@ are lyisag 1m their beds tosight s living 
as shells liv@o Theyg t®o? are dead? thoagfe yet ®m«= 
bwiedo They have foeea dead s® l®ag they earn * t - remember 
hew it was t® live* Amd atamy weary mights msst pass b@= 
for® they ©ag-g^oin the bmried dead, d®ra where the tomb 
keeps vigilo

Welf® saw certain political movememts as blightimg amd 
@®ml killing bodies» A®Ira®wledging this insight namdombt®dly was 
paimfsal t® him when he saw this ©©marring in his beloved Germanyo 
Wolfe and the German people had a congenial nmamimityo It was in 
Germany that Wolf®"s works met their greatest sncoess in Europeo 
In Germany he was the people's darlimgg probably reeeivimg more 
adnlatiom than even in his homelando But in his last trip there 
in 193S9 he saw and predicted the rise and outcome ©f Hitler's 
Germany» It was like a death t® Mmo For the first time h@ 
understood why other nations had feared the German people9 who 
have appeared to him to fee the finest in Europeo He felt Ma&ism 
to be far worse than the killings9 the gangster compacts, the 
corruption and hardness that infected forms of the American way 
of lifeo George saw in it a wholesale return to the primitive of 
man's past„ a return to the fearbarianism and cruelness of 
antiquityo George said0 "Thus it was that the corruption of man's 
living faith and the inferno of his buried anguish came to !&©=■«= 
and I recognised at last9 in all its frightful aspects6 the 
spiritual disease which was poisoning unto death a noble and
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mighty p@opl@o98̂ "^ Als S@®rg@ left @©rmaay, ©n@ ®f his traveling
©®iBpaai©Bs s a small German Jetr* w ®  fereefnlly taken from the ear
by the border police at Aachen because.h® was trying t© escape
Germany with too mwsh money« In the small man's face George sees
a farewell and death t© hwmmltyo

It was mot only in Germanythat Georg® or Wolfe saw this
spirit of sicknesso E© also became aware that America went off
the track Swing the Civil War, and developed into something that
the people did not really wanto It had become corroded by its
wealth and its graft % in other words, by its capitalistic systemo
At last people became intellectually dishonest and afraido Bmt
Wolfe was optimistic abont the fiat nr© of. America becamse this
sickness was to be pnrged by death while the real America remained©
©f this he said,

© © ©I think the life which w® have fashioned in America, 
and which has fashioned ns=«-the forms we made, th© cells 
that grew, th© honey comb that was ereated-^was self= 
destmctiv® in its matw®, and mnst die, Jiast as I know 
that America and the people in it are deathless, nndis=- 
eovered, and Immortal, and mmst liv©o^®^

Wolfe realised that America eotald not if%© home again® 1

back to the time where she had veered from the track, but would
have to continue to go forward, bringing about the necessary
change as she went © He compared her to the shedding cicada© The
depression years were the time of molt, and he felt that America



©mes’ging frem this hardship wemld develop in te the Ameriea that 
would be 9 whieh in a sense is the. Aiaeriea that the founding 
fathers had antieipatedo

As in his earlier books8 Wolfe's protagonist very often 
does some of his most intriguing thinking and'comes- to many of 
his deepest insights when death in some form has stimulated hi® 
thoughtso For instance, George9 while standing.in- the huge rail- 
road station in preparation for his journey to Libya Hill to 
attend Aunt Maw 8 s funeral@ sees the passing crowd as hurrying . 
through moments of time to an. inevitable deatho They are all 
small tickings in time, but time is eternal, above man's saor-= 
tality. Again at Aunt Maw's grave side, George is filled with a 
great grief, not for Aunt Maw but for himself and all living men, 
"and in it was the knowledge of the briefness of man's days® and 
the smallness of his life, and the certain dark that comes too 
swiftly and that has mo Then before departing from
Libya Hill George, as did Eugene, goes to the cemetery to take 
leave of the de&do While in this setting he comes to the conelu= 
sion that he cannot return again in the sense he desires too It 
is also in the cemetery that he has the above-mentioned thoughts . 
on the small town spirit of life-im-deaths

Wolfe had a fetishism for creating lists and catalogues^ 
Invariably many of these lists would be filled with mortality or

1 5 6 Xbido, pp, 1 0 2 - 1 0 3
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immortality or objects dealing with these two subjects-, _4p=> 
paremtly it did not matter greatly to If ©lie that these lists often 
did not contribute to the movement of the story as long as they 
were filled with the majestic and resonant swing and roll of 
great musiOo Yet they possibly have an important structural part 
in that their recurrence creates a harmony between parts that 
would be - missing otherwiseo An illustration of these lists can 
be found in Wolfe0 s remarks about things that will not die or 
changea a much worked themes

All things belonging to the earth will never change—  
the leaf9 the blade* the flower* the wind that cries 
and sleeps and wakes again* the tree whose stiff arms 
clash and tremble in the dark* and the dust of lovers 
long since buried in the earthi-all things preceding 
from the earth to seasons» all things that lapse and 
change and come again upon the earth— these things will 
always be the same, for they come from the earth that 
never changes* they go back into the earth that lasts 
forever^ Only the earth endures * but it endures for
ever*

The theme of death-in-life is found throughout You Can't 
Co Home Again* but it never reaches the prolificacy noted in The
Web and the Rock* George is still concerned with the spiritless 
man living in the large metropolis* As he explains it the answer 
and the escape from this deplorable state always lies just out of 
the sufferer's reach* "They are starving to death in the midst 
of abundance*. The crystal stream flows near their lips but always 
falls away when they try to drink of it* ' The vine * rich-weighted

iS7 Ibid** p* 44*
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m,t& it® g@ld®a frait 9 beads dowm0 eomes meaa bat sprimg© baefc 
wlasa they aeaeh to teaeh it This eonditioa i© a ia@st violem®
thing in that ®aly the weak find themselves a part @f it § and 
beeaBs© ©f their weaknessa they are never able to attain the 
anodyneo Other than this, they esnaally are a part ©f it beeans©
@f their environment, heredity or some other fa©tor that they in 
mo way earn ©ontrolD For example, the band© of yomth that wander 
the ©ity streets have oome into the world half made ®po They are 
old, stale, dmll, and empty withomt any immooem©®, living a form 
of deatho

Another group of people that Wolf© ©lassified as being.in 
this pit ifal state was the ©ooial elite, and some of the ps©tad©=> 
imtelleotmals that hnang ©m to the enter ©ireles of this gremp, 
the people fotmd at Esther daek's party, Wolfe felt that this 
world offashion and privilege was the deadliest enemy of art.
It was dsse to this feeling that George feels compelled to leave 
Esther Jack with finality. This ©las® was the betrayer of man. 
They had enthroned falsehood as trmth and evil as good. The 
reader becomes aware how intensely-’Wolfe felt abomt this ©soap© 
from these people when he speaks of the experience as a kind of 
resnrreetioa of Georges

And in these nightly wanderings the old refsasal® 
dropped away, the old avowals stood. For then, some™ 
how, it seemed to hie that he who had been lost was 
fonmd again, and be who in M s  brief day of glory had

i % lbid,, p, 427,



s@ld the talejmt „ the passiong and the belief ®f youth 
imt© keeping ©f the flesliless dead, nmtil hi© heart wa© 
eerrapted and all hope gomeg wonld win his life baek 

r9 in ©@lit®d© and darkness» And he felt the® 
things w©wld be for him one® more as they had 

i9 and he sâ r agai®n as he had ©nee s©en9 the image 
of the shining ©ity«

■ Wolfe very effeetively illustrates the d@g©®©ra©y=>«=li£@= 
in^death^^of the soeial prominent by developing Piggy Loganc 
Piggy has a ©irons of wire dolls whioh he manipulates with his 
handso He is the rage® and not to have seen him or at ..least

in him eliminates one from the 
of the privilegedo On® of Piggy0 s perform®®©®® eonsmaes hourso 
Wolfe9 eontrary to M s  msnal habits, does not ©omment mpon Piggy, 
only shows him, bmt the soene© of his perforaamee" are faroioal and 
absnrdo The fast that he is so highly esteemed 1® the soeial set 
imdieaies their degeneracy of mind, their living death® "They 
were bored with living, they were bored with dying, bat==■ they, were 
not bored that year with Mr® Piggy Bogan and hi© ©irons of wire

There are a nnmber of memorable eharaeter© W©lfe creates 
ilInstrate a special form of deathsin=lifeo ©me of these is

grown mp with all the privilege® of the moneyed ©las©® She has 
had everything that she has ever wanted® Bored with life ©he has

i d ® p ®  398o 
Ibid ® p  ®
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teates® Bp a mtmtfoes? ©f perws*®® pr®ctie®s# al©®k©lisra9 ®are©tiesg 
aad mympWmamia9 to mam® a £®xsr<, "She had tried ©wrytMmg im 
lif@='«=@5£©©pt liviago And sh® eoiald mexrer try that a®%r h@©a®@® 
she had so lomg ago, aad s© irrevocably* lost the way0 So there 
was aothiag left for her to do exsept to dieo19̂ ^  Mora* Esther 
Jaeh0 s maid * is smother example o She has mo life other than that 
provided for her by her religiono This appears to Esther smd 
possibly to Wolfe as a smbstitmte for real living* Beeams© she 
derives her life and all her truth from religion* Esther feels 
that something essential has been, left omt* and the Mora aad her 
kind g® their way mad© tap of only a small particle of the htmam*

Again» as in earlier novels* there is the feeling of 
death being close and ever present * Wolfe succeed® in creating 
this feeling by the mere mention of a death* having someone die 
t© -provide a natural background for a character* showing the 
wounds of the depression* or having a character tell a yarn een^ 
tered ®n deatho An example of the latter occurs at the cemetery 
when Aunt Maw is buriedo Mrso Pleod^an old woman that has in=> 
herited Elisa0® sens© of business^“tells George about the reburial 
of his mother» Amelia Joyner* after she has been in her grave for 
better than a year* Some of the participants in the move open 
the coffin to satisfy their curiosity* - The decomposition of a 
year horrifies them* and they are disgusted with their own lusts*

: 14.1 'A j&id** p* 149*
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The final image of Ycm Can H  Co Home Agaiai is that of 

death as deerge-speakiog with Joyner premomitiom utters perhaps 
Wolf© °s most often qeoted words9 words filled with mortality and 
intimations of immortality» words that logioally elos© the Wolf© 
saga with the promised death of its h@r@«=-~Bug@n@ 9 Georg® a and 
Wolf©o

"Something has spoken to me in the might, burning the 
tapers of the waning year? something has spoken in th© 
might 9 and told me I shall die* I know not whereo Say=> 
lag:

lose the earth yom know* for greater knowing? to 
lose the life yon have for greater life? to leave the 
friends yon loved, for greater loving?.to find a land 
mere kind than home, mere large than ©art

M=,=<==,iVher@@n the pillars of this earth are founded, 
toward whieh the ©omsoienee of the world is tending===a 
wind is rising, and the rivers fl©Wo,!

14StoMoo P» 743o



Mmefo feas b©eB said abotat the absentee ©f shape in Wolfe's
b©@tes9 jet there is matwal form whieh springs from life itselfo
Perhaps it is sot the ©©strived arehiteetsre struetmred bj plot
with its ©hrosologieal and logieal relationship©» but is sev©r=
theles© f©raso E<, Mo Forster im his Aspeets ©f the Novel make©
the statement that sjstems and ©osfisimg priseiple© are totallj
unsuitable for the novel genreo He saj© further that "The final
test of a novel will be our affeetion for it9 as it is the test
of our friend©» and anything else whioh w® can't defineo58̂ ®
But if man's natural compulsion to categorise and logically
©helve everything he come© into contact with must be satisfied^
then form should be looked for in Wolfe8s use off rhythm©9 rhythms
that can supplant or augment the usual plot® rhythms that create
a unifying leitmotif0 rhythms that replace external form with
internal relationships® Concerning the structure of Wolff©"s
hookso Joseph Wo Beach in American Fiction 1920=1940 relates form
to musical themes:

They (critics] have, I think9 been unnecessarily blind 
to elements of form which are actually present» We can 
get further in our appreciation of Wolf© if we think of 
him not as a novelist but as a poet or a composero

14*Sĝ  |go popster9 Aspects of the Novel (Mew ¥©rk9 1954) 9



Th&se b©©ks yield their seeret t© sas best if w© ©©Bsider 
them a©==shall we say?>==tome p@©mso It is met so mm©h 
the plot as the mmsieal themes or motives that give ms a 
©la© to their forme By refereaee't© these saasieal 
themes the varioas ©haraeter© amd imeldemts take ©a a 
sigaifieaaee» losing maeh @f their effect of lampimess 
and irrelevanceo The main troahle is that there are 
etaay themes» more or less related hat still distinct % 
woven together in a pattern of infinite ©osaplerityo "

Two of the many themes Mro Beach refers to andoahtedly 
are death and its ©lose a©©ompli©e timeo The one fathers the 
other in that Wolfe0® great ©oneera with time is to a large extent 
provoked by his almost abnormal fear of and ©oncers with death©
For these two concepts Wolfe had an obsession that approached■ 
fanatacism© The reenrrese© ©f death in ©haraeter» theme 8 syab©l9 

image, phrase, and incident creates a naifying rhythm which la 
its best sense partially pr®vides*= =>along with other major themea=" 
a smbstitmte for the more nsnal external plot© This overpowering 
©onceptiom and nse of death also provides one of the binding tie® 
that makes the few books an integral whole© (Thomas Collin© in 
his article ^Wolfe’s Semins ¥©© His Critics68 feels that the fomr 
major novels shonld necessarily be considered as a whole, a single 
book, in that together they provide a beginning, body, and resoltsi” 
tiom of ©onfli©f©M^^)

The aetmal deaths portrayed in Wolfe0® books, as has been 
demonstrated, show him at hi© best as a writer© 1 m mo other

"^^Joseph W© Beach, Imerlcam Fiction 1920^194© (Hew York, 
1941), pp© 178=179©

^^Thomas Collins, ^Wolf®°s Semins Vs© His Critic's, 89 

The Enigma, p© 17@©
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seeza©© is b@ able t© plmab so deeply the depths of Bmsaam emetiem 
as these aeeorosts ®f deatfco Mere im this favorable light and 
atmosphere than ia aay other0 his characters live© While deallag 
with death he is able to establish a sense of. ehreaelegieal 
amityg amd ©reate a sense of reality whieh has imflaemeed some 
critics to emphasise his motes of realism© Im this area of mor= 
tality he also has beem abl@ 9 im the words and tones of the r@«= 
maatie® to provide hop© of a mystical fmtmre when all things are 
restored© These painfully -aeewate seene® earn be ©onsidered high 
tragedy®, and as high tragedy they provide the reader with a 
catharsis©., The influence of these soenes in providing meaning to 
the thoughts®, perceptions® feelings and other experiences of the 
characters and the.boohs eamaot be ignored©

Wolfe dealt with death as a physical transmutation® but 
he also used it as a symbol of all that kills or seems to kill© 
Whenever there was. a lack of beauty® vitality® mobility® or. 
gentleness® there were forms of death=in=life© ©r if excessive 
ambition® selfishness ® rule by force were encountered® they were • 
designated as death© Anything he saw that extinguished or ap«= 
parently destroyed what man feels to be beautiful and good was 
classified as death”im=-life© In a letter Wolfe wrote to Elaine 
Westall Gould®, he defended himself against her earlier made charge 
of his being a '"young Freudian and cynical intellect who makes a 
virtue of ruthlessness © V ©“ by saying® "As to ravening desires® 
if it be ravening desires to love life fiercely and to hate death



and all tM@ liviag f@ms of sterility im death lilt® hell 9 them I 
am a victim of these ravemimg desires yo® m e m t i osioWolfe's 
tBs© of symbolic death^im-^lif© was so freqmemt aad -affected so 
mamy lives it had a waifyimg effect ®p@m the imdividaal books as 
well as providimg a eomrom symbol that relates the different 
books t® ©a© another©

fh© @bjeet© and persons Wolf© describes as belonging to 
the mystloal state of lif©=»in=>death are many and @aa fee fosamd im 
each of the books being considered© The divergent forms this 
condition might take are also mamy, beat always some kind of 1 »= 
mortality is evoked» and the possessor of this gift is beyond the 
ravages of time whether the possessor be the mountains0 the 
rivers9 the sease or some snper mortal© Wolf© was more ready to 
find this condition in the eontinmomsly reonrring birth of natmre 
or other object© of seeming peraanenee? bnt it might be fonnd in 
anything that Wolf© loved intensely and eonld not easily reeoneile 
to an eternal silence9 smoh as his brother or father© This d@= 
sire for an immortal life for some things was-basis to Wolfe's 
personality and appears in his letters as well as his books© To 
his mother he wrote eonoerning the eaesative thought that enforces 
the need for this ©onoept©

We ©oak © w  bread in tears and swallow it in bitter*- 
ness© It seems imeredible to think that flesh that ©nee 
I tomohedg that held me on its knees 9 that gave me gifts

^"^Mowell9 The Letters© p© 34S©



and spoke to m@ in tones different from those of any=- 
one else, is noiv Bnreeognisably eozrrapted. in the ■
©art lu

These things may happen to others and w e 'believe them; 
they happen to ns and we believe them=«nev®rg

These allnsioas t® immortality provided a strong theme, although
one contradicted often, for the books. They made death more
compatible and were pleasing to the haman mind, especially when
they referred to mam whether they could be accepted or not*

All the books and most of the stories that Wolfe wrote
were permeated by the mood of inevitable death. This mood some**
times was developed through the use of overt action, of characters,
but more frequently it was expressed in the inner monologue or.
the thoughts of a protagonist or other major characters. It .
might even appear as a dirge which stood outside of the story,
and yet through its rhythmical repetition made a unifying thought $
joining one part to another, or one character to another0 This
constant reminder of mortality brought a poignanc© and intensity
to the life exhibited in Wolfe11 s books* The fact that his
central characters often felt that instant death awaited them
around each corner provided them with a common bond, a bond of
intensified humanityo These characters accordingly lived in«=
tensely, trying to derive the most from the present moment, the
one of which they were most sure, Illustrations of this mood
are to be found on almost any group of page© in the books. In
Of Time and the River Wolfe- pictures Eugene celebrating an



impertsmi irioziph aiad wMl© desirimg t© iimortalis® the
fey © 1  ©thing it in the ewyaeioe© flesh ©f a feeauatiftal 

iromang aad *%© distill the ether ©f this eestasy in a ligm©r« 
and t© drink strong joy f©rewr9H he finds that wat the heart ©f 
all this is the hitter knowledge of d@®th=>”death @f the moment @ 
death of the day, death of on© more imfreqnent springo*'^^ This 
shadow remains ©omstant and develops in Wolfe and his ©haraoters 
as an overly ©©as©ions ©oneern with deatho

Wolf©0© major ©haraeters all had a propensity for death 
©ansed in a nnmfeer of ways* Sometimes it was a matmral bent of 
mind that ©onstamtly traveled feaok to thoughts of mortal!tyo 
Sometime© it was am outward symbol or am aotual death that ©r@= 
ated the relationshipo Sometimes a ©haraoter°s very physieal 
appearan©e had the properties of deatho Other times it was the 
brooding spirit of ©©emitism or mystioism that ©rented and p©r« 
petsated the kinshipo' Whatever the ©ause and kind it was found 
in the ©reatur® feesause it first lived in the ©reatoro This 
©ompulsive need of Wolf© to frequently examine and show the fa©® 
of death was exhibited often in his dithyramb!© songs ©elebrating 
death as a lover, healer3 and a ©omfortero Among the better 
examples of this was the lengthy praise to Death, honelinessg and 
Sleep found in From Death till Mornings "Therefor®, immortal

#f Tim® and the River,. pp« 158=139



Agaia was that ©f am,©piimlsii© to®li®fo ■ This ©ptlmlsm wh£@h m@t 
amd im a s@ms® ©veream® the ©teirmity @f death ©am h© fomad at th© 
©ad ©f a letter W@lf© wr©4® t© a frlemd, Alfred So Bashiell9 la 
wh£©& h@ said, MI haw S©®t@h bleed la me, and eftea I s©e ©peeks 
there 1 © a happy laadg there is a g®©d llf® 8 aad better time© ar® 
©emiag f®r all mem ©f g©od willoM̂ ^

laasaaeh as the loag st©ry ©xasilaed in this paper is la 
reality the slightly,disguised autobiography ©f Thomas Wolfe9 

perhaps it weald mot be totally mmfittlmg t© end this,disomssiom 
with am examimatiem ©f Wolf©6© @wm death© The fact© involved 
©mpport and ©Bstaim that which has earlier been said of Wolfe and 
hi© kinship with and ms® of deaths«=!m other words 0 he met his own 
death in a similar fashion t© that which ©a® worald expect Bngen® 
or Seorg© to do© In a revealing letter to Bashiell9 h© statede

^^Thomas Wolfe, From Death till Morning, (Hew York,
103^^ 9 P<> »



IbaekgirowMl M s  ©wa p©sit£©a aimed a blast at the mT<, So

km@w I am a© P©lljaaaa mow @a that I tMafe 6 ©d°s 
in M s  Mawffio I d@a01 e amd I agree with E@©l@sia@t@s 
that the saddest day is tfe® day ©f M s  birth==btat after 
that 9 I think the next saddest day is the day ©f M s  
deatho I have had some bad times recently, bat I think 
I shall always lev® life and hat® death, and I believe 
this is an artiel® of faith* The futility people hat© 
life and lev® death, and yet they will net di@§ and I 
loath® them for it* Observe ©arefallys yen will find 
that the man wh© kills himself is almost always the man 
whs loves life well* The futility people d© net kill 
themselves5 they wear rnbbers and are afraid ©f ©©Ids*
The waste=>lander dees net waste himself? it is the 
lever ©f life who wastes himselfQ who loves life so 
dearly he will not hoard it, whose belief in life is ssv 
great that he will not save his own*

This statement is important in that it tells of Wolfe“s 
own way of life, and it ©ontains the seeds of his death* In it 
he reiterates his love of life and fear of death* Feeling that
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ails® Haas fo®@B a g@©ti saaay iad£@ati$ag that W®lf@ ia a
©@ms® baeught ®a M s  ®ma death., thromgh the iateasity of M s  pe3P-=
e@pt£©0 » jrefleetioB amd liMngo Wolf© w®ttald haw® emjoyed snaoh
©®iBm@Bts® This intensity of life that eomsmmed its owner was a
trait he endowed his notable ©haraeters witho Eugenee Esther9

Georg© 8 MoIIarg» ©Id Gant» and others had it o In Btagea© and Georg©
this trait is only a slightly disgeised r©fl@©ti©m of himself s@
it is net to be wondered ato Maxwell Geismar wrote ©onoernimg
Wolfe"s death as related to his way of life:

Mow mw$h in the death of Thomas Wolfe may be attribmted 
not merely to a physical and, smddem blow, but to the 
©mmtolatiy© effect of his life? Hew Broach of M s  sick= 
mess grew omt of his great and insatiate quest for 
®xperlemc®=^this quest without its proper qualifying 
media9 which consumed Wolf© where if should haw© burned?
How much of his death lay directly in the excess of his 
life and worko o o oAnd how much of the exhausting 
psychological and sociological pressure in Sol5®=-=-this 
whole tremendous effort to learn everything all over 
again by himself^ggas the penalty he paid for being the 
American artist? ,

The answers to Mr 0 Geismar°s questions are partially in the
previous quotation containing Wolfe's article of faitho There
can foe little doubt of thiso

Wolfe was a true son of Julia (Westall).Wolf© 9  and not
long before his death he seemed to have premonitions of this
coming event <, 0 m® of his last and perhaps most moving pr©meni= -
tioms is found in the last letter he was ever to writeo This
letter was sent to his old friend and editor9 Maxwell Perkins,

Geismar9„p0 1340



Midi was iwittea agaiast his Bo©to2”°s @r#®rs wh®ai. W@l'fe was w®r$-
1 2 .1 ® yet m® ®m@ siaspeeted eritieally s®o It reealls a ©eataim

I®y® mad® a l@ag v®yag® amd 6 >@©a t© a straag©
©©witjpy® ®a<3 I °w seem th® dark mam very ©l@s©? am# I 
S©m°t tklak I was toe ma@h afraid @f him femt m© Ksaeh ®f 
mortality still elimgs® t@ a©==l wamtsd most desperately 
t© live® as# still d@® am# I thomght ah®at yea all a 
themsam# times amd wanted t® see y©m all again® amd 
there was the impossible amgmish amd regret ©f all^^e 
work I had met dome® ®f all the work 1 had t® d@<=<=

He ©©mtimmes by saying that he hopes he earn be a better man® amd
that he is ©till not ©ertaim that he will get ba©k ©m his feet®
bast if he does he promises to ©©me baeko H® them states that h©
will always remember amd think of Perkins as it was ®n the mem®r®
able fowth of Jmlyo

W©lf© became very ill while ©m a vacation to the M©rtb=
westo He was hospitalised in Seattle® and when the doctors
finally discovered a growth ea his brain they elected to send him
t® Johns Hopkins where he ©©Bid be treated by Brno Walter Bandy®
the conmtry"s best brain snrgeoao It was of this hospital® Johns
Hopkins® that he prophetically wrote in gf Time and the Bivens

Snddemly® one got an image of his own death in smch a 
place as thi®=>=of all death had come to b@=i==and the image 
of that death was somehow shameful® .It was an image of 
death withomt man"s ancient pains and old gaunt aging”® 
an image of death dragged and stupefied out of its 
ancient terror and stern dignities””®# a shameful death

^5 ®M©w©11® The Letters® p ® 43®o



with, tfa® iadiBg sa»©ll @f e&eaieals @ai masiQs 
teeatho Asad the image ©f that death was h&teftio

Bk*o Dandy operated on W©lf@ hoping t© find net many
tnfe©n©l©s fl font @n@ 9 a tnfoemnlema* whieh eenld fo@ reffiê redo Bnt
after opening the sJknll fee teek one leek, and then teld his
assistants t® sew it up* Mafoel, Velf© °s sister and Helen .©£ the
novels, reported that Br* Bandy told the family at the time that,
,s 0ffla© ©as® is hopeless, » * ole has miliary t@foer©nl®sis ®f the
forain* Bandy further said that it would foe an a©t of merey
if Wolfe did not reeowr ©onseiousness, font if he did, he gave
him no more than sin weeks*

For three days and mights Wolfe lay in a semi©©mao At
times different members of the family would try to ©all him to
©onseiousness with varied results, non© too sueoessfully* He
died early the morning of September 15, meeting his dark man with
the "fading smell of chemicals” on his breath* Beeause of
Wolfe °s great ©oneern with death and the doors it might open
perhaps it would foe entirely fitting to think that he has now
joined the things to whiefo he attributed lif®=>im«death, ever re-=
turning in the leaf and the flowers

But the old refusals drop away, the old avowals stand"” 
and we who were dead have risen, we who were lost are



d@a<So mtil e w  he art a were eerrmpted $ ©sr t alert 
wasted.̂  amd ©mr h©pe g©Be9 have worn ©mr lives feaek 
feleodiljt) 1%& selitBde and. darkaesa| aad we kaew thiags 
will he f@r as as they have beea* aad we sejgggaia as 
we saw ©B©e9 the image ©f the shimiag elty*
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